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SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO

$1.50
IMPORTANT

SENATORS SPEAK

INDIAN

WAR CONFERENCE

APPROPRIATION BILL

MAY

house of representatives, is of more
people

'than usual interest to the
'of New Mexico this year.

It contains a provision that no,
Charging
April
Washington,
that congress was afraid to oppose Indian reservation shall be created
the president, Senator Brandegce rvor shall any additions be made to
one heretofore created within the
laid:
' I don't propose to be a senator 'limits of the states of New
like a little white pood'e running be- and Arizona, except by act of Contween the capitol and the White gress. This removes a question which'
House carrying a ball in my month for many years has been a most
d
serious one in this state, and proh'-- .
and obeying orders. Not
of the senators on the Democratic bits the creation and enlargement
aide believe in their- - hearts that of Indian reservations by depart-- :
this is a good bill, but they will vote mental action and executive procla
for it because they want to stand in mation, leaving the matter where
it properly belongs, with the duly
with the administration."
The Democrats." Senator Brande-ge- e elected representatives in congress.
The
provision was introduced in the
said, "fear that the president
senate by Senator Smith of Arizona,
might say to Chairman Vance
of the Democratic national and was energetically and vigorously
supported by th; entire New Mexico
(Tommitttee :
"I don't I'ke this man; send me up ' delegation in both branches.
The bill also carries an approprione that will be a cuckoo."
In conclusion the Coninecticut sen- ation of $98 500 for the Albuquerque
ator deplored congress' acting "like school ?85 8c0 for Santa Fc
lot of little trained dogs, in a dog $25000 for continuing work for the
Indian highway extending from the
how."
'This sort of thing makes me sick Mesa Verde National Park to Gallup,)
.md I won't vote for the bi'l in any $4,000 additional
appropriation to
the $35,000 already made, for the
form." he said.
Senator Smith, of Georgia, reite- building of a steel bridge across the
Farntington, and
rated his opposition to a grant of San Juan river near
power which might affect the inter-itat- c $16000 to assist in the construction
commerce commission and the 'of a wagon road between Tnlarosa
and the Mescalero Indian reservafederal reserve board.
tion.
Washington, April 23 Debate on CROP RFPORT FOR THE
the Overman bill designed to give
WEEK ENDING APRIL 23RD.
the president general power to
government departments, was
The Santa Fe office of the U. S
resumed today with Senator Sher- Weather Bureau reports that over
man of Illinois, speaking against the northern counties of the State
the measure
Frank distrust of Pre- the week was storrmy until Satursident Wilson's cse of power was day morning, with
a frfir amount o
Sherman.
Senator
expressed by
rain and snow, but southern counof
the
affairs
conduct
Reviewing
clear, dry and winties were
between the United States and Rus- dy, with mostly
Cold
drouth unbroken.
sia the Illinois senator said that weather prevailed, and a severe genfhrough it "the president carried in eral freeze occurred Friday and Sathis hand a blazing brnnd and
urday mornings Apricots had quite
know it." He assorted the presi- generally
been k'lled before, but
n
e
of
dent had made an
considerable damage wasi done t'
Rolshe-vik- i
the
t
power by sending
peaches, pears and plums, al-government a message which it ,...,1,. prardc'is and alfalfa. The cold
used to futlier its own ;i iius.
checked corn planting, spring wheat
"We have thus the spectacle nf and oat seeding), and the preparation
our country pntt'ng its arm around of corn and bean land. Over
southgovernment not a bit better than ern counties range grasses remain
lh kaiser's."
but
short, poor and inadequate
Senator Sherman asserted and be northward
continues,
improvement
nntoH Samuel Ooidimts with the and a successful
lambing season is
assertion that the American la hot tinder way in central and
leader understood better the situa-lio- n
counties. Reports everywhere inin Russia than did the president. dicate increased
acreage of spring
The President' Comoanions
wheat, oats, corn, beans, kaf'rs, milo,
"Now there is some company the alfalfa and cotton, either in or gopresident associates with hims-ing in, and unusual activity in prepSenator Sherman continued, "which aration
of both old and new lands.
for
distrust.
gives we more reason
His secretary of war, Mr. Baker, is
half a Socialist and the other half
MEXICO
pacifist. He went into office convinced that he could heln end the
war, not by making war, but by moBOYS INTO
ral persuasion by argument
"Then the secretary of labor, Wit-sowho made his dch"t into public
MOVES
life by getting into jail in Cumberland Md., violating his country's
Ijws."
hundred and seventy nine
Six'
Senator Sherman charged the president is surrounded by Socialists and more of the sturdy sons of New Mexdemanded that he get rid of them ico, registered in the draft, will anbefore he would be willing to grant swer the 'call to the colors" in the
next two movements. The first move
the chief executive more power.
begin on Friday, April 26, all in
Secretary Wilson and Postmaster will
Genera' Burleson, he declared, are the move reporting to Camp
Kansas. The second move will
state Socialists. Mr. Burleson, he
said, is carrying around with him the be for five days to begin Friday, May
The boys in this move will go
earnings of convicts employed on his 10. Fort
McDowell, Calif. This is a
farm in Texas and. he said, "the last to
" receiving station for the Coast Artilperson in the world should be
lery, and in this case probably will
ownership"
Lewis F. Post, aistant secretary be used simply as a distributing base.
of labor. Sherman continued, "thinks
Quota Of The Counties
The number to go from each counas does Leon TrotzVy that the middle class should be exterminated." ty is given in the list which follows.
and he declared that the publication. The first column shows the number
The Puh'ic." in whirh Mr. Post's going on April 26. the second column
family is interested, defends the I. the move which begins on May 10.
W. W. Tohn S Walker, president of Bernalillo
24
24
the Ill;nois State Federation of
24
0
haves
ad24
Labor, and now a member of the
0
Colfax
council
of
committee
of the
0
0
visory
Curry
12
national defense is a "Socialist of Dona Ana
9
24
the most radical type" who is insti- Eddy
0
24
0
gating a strike and the murder of Guadalupe
in the Illinois coal Grant
48
24
Peaceful men
said.
12
18
Lincoln
SenatoT Sherman referred to Carl Luna
12
0
12
24
Vrooman, assistant secretary of ag- Mora
SenSocialist."
as
a
10
24
riculture
"parlor
McKinley
12
12
ator Sherman charged that A. Town-le- Otero
of
12
the
24
pres'dent
Quay
12
league, while representing himself to Kio Arriba
0
0
0
represent the oppressed farmer, real- Roosevelt
influence. Sandoval
12
0
ly represents
12
0
Townsley, he said is influential with San Juan
miners in the Great Lakes iron re- San Miguel
24
24
be
will
a
12
strike Santa Fe
12
gion and that there
12
there eventually.
.0
Sierra
24
24
Chart
Socorro
12
"I charge that he represents
0
Taos
influence in this country; Torrance
12
18
that he has got
24
0
money Union
some place and there will be a strike Valencia
12
24
SherIn the iron country," Senator
man shouted.
TOTAL OF TAX LEVIES IN
The name of D. C Coates, former
SIX
117 IS NEARLY
lieutenant governor of Colorado and
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
later connected with the
The total of tax levies for all purleague also was included in the
list of men whom the senator brand- poses in New Mexico last year was
ed as Socialists and "unfit to admin- $5.956.278 62, according to figures in
ister government."
the records of the state tax commis- sion. Levies for state purposes, inLARCF LOT Y. M C A
cluding the special levy of $54,827.46
STATIONARY IS ORDERED for the sheep sanitary board, totaled $1,888,778.09. County levies, in-- 1
about" $70.0JO in specials
A contract was placed with a San eluding
Other levies,
Antonio printing firm last week by totaled $3336.029.64.
the Supply Department of the Nat- totaled as follows: school
ional War Work Council for one $417,067.92; municipalities, $314,402.97
Of the total of $5 956278.62, school
hundred million pieces of writing
paper for use by the soldiers in levies were $2,257,765.81. not includ
M.
SouthY.
C. A. huts in the
Armv
ing the funds set aside for state
ern Department. A similar order was educational institutions, by approreached
$5l)i.00l
placed recently for seventy million priation which
pieces of letter heads for use by the Levies for roads and bridges totalsoldiers . This paper is the. well ed $949402.33 wild animal bountie.
known Army Y. M. C A. letter head $75,1595; cotirt $187,119.51; for inwhich has become so famipar in digents, $20,013.37; general county,
tiear'y every home in the United $406,526 58; state purposes J$' 188.C17.-7state defense, $'35837.53.
States. It is furnished free to the
o'di-r- s
The great cost of combatting pre- -'
at the "Y" buildings.
Ten car loads of paner will he re- ' datory animals by the county mequired for the order. It is estimated thod, it is pointed out, is an almost
that the supply will be sufficient useless expense, because it fails to
to meet the requirements of the bring about the desired results exSouthern Department "Y" buildings termination of the pests. Some other method ia urged for adoption.
for three months.
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OF LOCAL
WEATHER BUREAU ANNOUNCES EXAM. DATES

C. E LINNEY

,
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ment

'

Farsighted Poiicy
Adopted.

NEED

Food

75,000,000

BU. WHEAT.

Administration Aska Aid of
vary American In Qlgantia
Task of Feeding Millions.

It la the food problem over then
that makes a food problem over here.
If wt wished to be supremely selfish--and

supremely shortsighted we could
go on eating aa much aa we like and
whatever we like, without much
or Interruption at least, until
the Germans camel
But we are not doing things in thai
elfish and suicidal way. We are trying to make a great common pool ol
all of our food, and all of the food ol
the allies, and all of the food we can
get from South American and oiliet
neutrals, and ' dividing It up fairly
among America, England, France,
and Italy.
Thia doe not mean that all of thi
people In the great pool are going to
have the same ration, but means thai
we are trying to arrange to havi
enough for everybody, ao that the
our soldiers and their soldiers
will be well fed, aa they have to b
to light hard and continuously, and
that the munitions workers and ths
workers In all the other necessary Industries, and the nieu and women at
home will all have enough to keep
alive a nil well. It la absolutely necessary to do this If the wnr Is to he won,
and we are going to do It, but It meant
pin nnlng, working, arranging
attng, being cu refill, not wnsting. Havdim-cr.lt-

Bel-glu-

s

ing.
And It incunH thut each and ever)
one of us bus got to help.
Now, we have enough and more than

26

LIBERTY DAY BY

There is no staple crop, adapted to
the Southwest for which an increasing demand is coming so rapidly as
to H. M.1
pinto beans, according
Bainer, agricultural and industrial!
agent of the Santa Fc railroad, and
The President of the United States
special agent of the United States
Mr. Hainer is of America has designated, Friday,
food administration.
urging farmers to increase their ac- - April 26th instant, LIBERTY DAY
reage of pinto beans because they are and has made the afternoon of that
a
crop for either dry day a Holiday fjr all Federal emor irrigation farming.
ployees throughout the country for
to the success
'Pintos represent food in a con- - the purpose of
densad form which easily can be of the Third Liberty Loan.
While the laws of the State of
transported to our large marketing New
Mexico appear not to authorize
centers or to our armies or our
the
calling of a Holiday for such purnavies," he said. "Nothing we promore food value pose, the importance of a full subduce represents
than a given quantity of beans. No- scription of the loan b ythe people
thing we grow is needed more for at the earliest possible moment is
food than beans. The farmer who vitally and immediately important
raises beans is fully as patriotic as Certain of our citizens, free and equal
the one who raises wheat, corn or with us all, have been drafted into
potatoes. Pintos are a sort of pat-- ! the definite soldier service off the
riotic crop anyway; they will pro-- j Nation and are now upon the irinR
duce with a limited amount f mois line, ready, with a grim and courature; they are a good cash crop, and geous smile, meeting the enemy in
they leave the soil in better condi- mortal combat, to save us harmless
tion for the crops that are to follow. in our comfortable homes and pre"The fact that the United States serve to us the blessings of a free
Food Administration
has bought and independent government.
The law that calls those of our
and resold more than 600 cars of
pintos. approximately 5O.0M0O0 lbs. citizens, thus to expose th)";rin very
this
of the 1917 yield and aetitallv shipped lives to the chance of battle
them to such marketing centers as war for civilization, is morally and
New York.
Boston,
Philadelphia. justly equally mandatory upon u.e
Chicago. St Louis Cinc'nnatti. Indian- who remain at home
NOW THKR KFORE. I, W. E
apolis, and Kansas City, makes the
future of this valuable crop that LINDSEY. Governor of the State
much more certain. In addition to of New Mexico, do designate Friday,
supplying! the mark 'ting centers April 26th, 1918,
LIBERTY DAY
named, the food administration has
just exported fifty cars. 4 000.000 lbs. throughout the State of New Mexico.
of pintos to France for use of the
This Third Liberty Loan must be
Allies. Is there any wonder pintos fully subscribed, and should be largeare becoming popular? With all of ly over subscribed, by and on May
this increased demand a greater fourth next.
acreage is justifiable."
Permit me, therefore, to urge upon
the people of the State of New MexMOUNTED POLICE TO
ico an instant and effective response
GET BUSY ON MAY I to the call of the President for a half
holiday next Friday so that our peoThe new state mounted police force, ple may. unhindered, devote the time
1.
to patriotic demonstration and closwi'l begin its duties on May
The inspectors employed by the ing up this loan to the Government
hoard will lie discontinued after that
urne that on th ; afternoon of FriThe brand inspectors will be day, April twenty-sixtdale
instant, all
continued, as wi'l all other official giueral business cease and that that
functions of the rattle, board, ("apt. brief time lie given wholly and
to the special business of
Herbert J. McGrath, of the mounted
on
our
police, is getting ready to begin his suppVving
the battle line, their most ess ntial
duties.
Dollars.
American
weapon---GooThis nation cannot dare not now
HOSPITAL CLOTHS NOT
NEEDED AT CAMP CODY stop short of an overwhelming victory over the Hun.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF.
No more cloths are needed at Dcm-- i
I have hereunto
set my hand
ing irf" the base hospital at present
and caused the Great Seal of
Many women sent tli.se cloths
Mexico to
New
Dr.
the State of
Janet Reid, camp
re(lcsted to
be affixed.
activities chairman, and they wcru
Done at the City of Santa F- - this
used and appreciated.
If there is a surplus of cloths any- - the 2.1rd .lav of April. A. D. 1918.
W. E. Lindsey
wn re now tney snouin ne sent to
r,
Governor.
the Red Cross headquarters at
Antonio Lucero
where they will be distributed. ATTESTED:
Secretary of State.

PROCLAMATION

ADDRESS MONDAY

European Shortage Places Problem Before American Govern-

FRIDAY, APRIL

-

186

"The best orator I ever heard, the
most forceful appeal for the Liberty
Bonds that has been made in this
state," and many similar opinions
constructed the expressions of those
who heard Republican
National
Chairman Hays speak at Albuquerque Monday.
Mr. Hays certainly impressed his
hearers as being a large calibre man
and statesman and the Republicans
are jubilant over his selection and
confident of success under his leadership this year and at the next presidential election, a few of his statements follows:
"Our policy is assimilation and not
I don't know what the
elimination.
I
word 'faction' means in politics.
never have known what it meant. It
does not make any difference how a
man voted in '12, '14 or '16, we are
all together now because we have a
work to do for the good of the country, and it takes us all to do it. There
are no yesterdays in Republican politics.
'There is just one rule for the
management of a political committee, and that is that the rights of the
individual iwithin the party to participate in party management shall
be and remain equally sacred and
sacredly equal.
"The province of a political committee is to elect the candidates, not
select them. The duty of the party's
membership always, and this year
above all other times, is to look to
the quality of our candidates. These
men wi'l be trusted with the solution
of problems of war and of reconstruction absolutely immeasurable in
their magnitude and complexity and
they must be worthy.
"First of all, our candidates must
be men who are supremely
men who will give our all
for the most vigorous
of
the war. and who will strive irrevo-caplfor a peace by compromise bargaining.
"Next, our radidates must lie men
of the highest ideals, with vision of
the country's miss;on, with the highest sense of justice for all men and
with a knowledge of affairs and w'th
experience commensurate with their
We are as unpreresponsibilities.
pared for peace as we are for war.
and our candidates must be forward
stepping as well as forward looking
men, with their eyes ever ahead but
with their feet ever on the solid
ground. All this for a purpose
greater than party success all that
no harm shall come to the republic."

'

I

n

h

y

soldier-citizen-

s

Examinations for assistant observ-- l
er in the Weather Bureau will be
held on May 8 1918, at the follow- enough food for ourselves, and thi
ing places in and near New Mex- Government is going to see to it thai
ico :
we keep here at home a sufficient sup
Santa Fe and Roswell, New Mex- - ply of every essential kind of food ta
ico; Denver, Grand Junction and: support our people.
But over then
Pueblo, Colorado ;
have not enough. Lord
they
simply
Phoni. Arizona; Amarillo and Eli Rhondda, the English food controller,
Paso, Texas.
adThe entrance salary for assistant recently cabled the American food
observers has been changed to range ministrator, that unless' we can send
uropean
from $900 to $1080 per annum. A the allies before the next
In FIFTY FIVE MILLION
change has also ba n made in the harvest 75,000,000 bushels of wheat
BARRELS OF PETROLEUM
what had been sent up to
age limits; under the new arrange- addition to
PRODUCED IN MEXICO
ment, the examination is open to January 1 of this year he could not
ITALIANS TO HELP HOLD
MAJOR
male citizens of the United States, assure the people of the allies that
The Technical Commission has colsingle or married, who have reached they would have a sufficient supply ol
HARD PRESSED LIVES
lected the most recent statistics
their 18th, but not their 35th birth- food to carry on the war.
GETS
day on the date of the examinaHe did not say anything In this rabU regarding the production of petroleum in Mexico which are of great
Rome, Thursday
tion.
April 18. Preabout the other fond necessary, hut
mier Orlando annouced in the ChamApplications for information in re- he has told of these needs In olhel interest.
IN
ber of Deputies
that Italian
and for
During the year 1917 a total of
gard to this examination
cables and by his actions In England. 79 we'ls were bored
in th" oil regions
troops would be dispatched to the
permission to enter the same should For
his
loo
latest
declaraHis
regular
example,
of Tamaulipas San Luis Potosi, Pan-battlefront in France.
lie addressed to the U. ST Civil SerCoated with a combination of tar tion, which was received with a storm
vice Commission, Washington, D. C, compels a reduction of meat pa' Ing In uco Topila, Oznalama, Tnxpam and
are printer's ink and scaling wax taken of applause , follows :
or the Secretary, 12th District, San the United Kingdom to a maximum ol Ichuatlan, of which forty-thre- e
one pound per week per person, thli producing! The production of these from the bottom of dry cell bat"Italy, which follows with admiraFrancisco, Calif.
teries, Major John M. Hirkner, late tion the heroic efforts of the Anglo-Frenpound including the bone and othei wells is 2.15 250 barrels daily.
With the opening nf these new of the United States Army, was roltroops On the Western frnt,
waste parts In the meat as bought la
LOAFERS MUST GO TO WORK
wells, the total in the entire country led in feathers and led around the could not remain absent from the
OR JOIN THE ARMY the ahop.
919. of which .129 are producyard of the penitentiary by the pris- battlefields of Frace. She wishes
The allies must have more wheat reached
The to bring to her Allies tangible proof
The police have decreed that all more meat, more fata, more dairy prod- tive. 362 unproductive. 141 are in pro-- o oners last Wednesday afternoon. One
loof solidarity, and very. soon the colors
leading was done with a rope.
is of sinking and 77 have been
loafers must either "go to war or go ucts, more augar. Their harvests wers
end of it was fastened around Major of Italian regiments will fly over the
to work." This was the ultimatum very short France had less than hull calized.
fields of Picardy besides those of
Th," production o"f these wells is Birkner s neck.
issued yesterday. From this time on
her normal crop of wheat and tin 1.1.17.012 barrels daily. In 1901 Mexico
Shortly after he stepped out into!- the French, Rritish, American, Belprofessional chair warmers, saloon available
ahlpplng la small In amount produced 10,345 barrels of crude oil the grounds for fresh air and ex- gian and Portugese, thus sealing the
frequenters, pool room loungers, tin and constantly
being lessened by
annually. In 1910 the production had ercise, one of the prisoners stepped union wh'rh exists between the Alhorn gamblers and all others who
ao that It la now practically risen to .16.14.080 barrels while in 1917 up to Major Uirkner and asked hint lied peoples and governments."
are unable to explain satisfactory
was the enor- to come along. He went along and enwhy they are idle will be given an Impossible to use any ships for the Inns, the total production 55.292
770 barrels tered a barn, where all the preparamous
of
from
BOYS' AND GIRI S' CLUB
fcod
to
quantity
the
which
necessary
bring
of
to
voyage
say
opportunity
part
The Tuxpam region leads the total tions had been made. After the sticky
GOING AT ANTON CHICO
foregoing slogan they will accept. A Australia and other remote market
been
had
and
the
be-feathers
substance
34.500
0
for
the
vear having
9
refusal to do one or the other will The food must come chiefly from
back
into
the
he
led
was
barrels.
20,500.XX)
applied,
Tampiro produced
(By Mrs. Elizabeth C Koger)
result in drastic action being taken. America. In specific figures It Is necgrounds for all the other prisoners' On March 24. a meeting at Anton
Sickness will be about the only ac- essary for us to send to the all lei and Minititlan 23 500 000.
attracted the Chiro. Guadalupe county, was held
to see. Loud
ceptable excuse, and even this may 1,100,000 tons of foodstuffs a month. The companies which produced attention of shouting
the officers and the! under the auspices of the county
the largest amount during the past
not go in some cases, as the police This la a great resitonslbillty and
at
once to the agricultural agent. D. F. Laubmann;
who
went
the Huastcca Petroleum guards,
already have their optics focused on great problem. The food must N year were, 16.000,000
barrels ; the Ag- - rescue There was no trouble ii. tak- Mrs. Elizabeth C. Koger from the
Company,
several alleged healthseekers who are
the ships to carry It uila Company, nearly a like amount. ing the victim from the men. The State College being present to assist
known to be a menace to the com- found, and also
It la
done, but can only cnntiniK
During the year 1917 the exporta-- , physical injury was very slight, if in the organization.
munity. Such parties may not be to bebeing
done by the help and full co- tions of oil reached 6.500O0O metric any. Major Birkner said to Wardi n
The meeting was for the purpose
able to go to war but they can go
that the men had said noth- of organizing Boys' and Girls' Clubs.
to work, and it is the purpose of the operation of all of ue over our broad tons; thi; value of the crude and Hughes
o over ing to him. and that he had nothing! About two hundred and thirty of
local guardians of the law to see land. We must produce and savs refined products amounted
$53 000000 Mexican gold a notable to say to them.
the parents wvre present and clubs
more.
that they do so.
were organized in gardening, canUndir Indictment; Awaits Trial
It is considered very unpatriotic
To supply the wheat necessary until increase over the figures for 1916.
Major Birkner is under indictment ning, poultry and pigs. The parents
during these war times to have big, the next harvest, we must reduce out
in the Un'ted States district court, as well as the boys and girls, seemed
men sitting
te CLAYTON BANKER CALLED
strong,
by from
and greatly conThere is an consumption
doing nothing.
BEFORE F. A. FOR HOARDING charged with violation of the espion- greatly in'erestt-d
; we must cut down our usual
age act. His trial is set for May 13 cerned.
urgent demand for men, even, beyond average consumption of meats and
After organizing the boys and g'rls
bond, was
the maximum draft age, to work in fata by from 10 to IS per cent, and H. J. Hammond, banker of Clay- - and in default of
committed to the state penitentiary the precinct chairman of the Womshipyards and other plants doing
summoned
to
ton,
Albuquerque
w3
10
per cent
then asked for assiswork which is necessary to prose- dairy products by about
this week to explain the pres- - at Santa Fe, which is designated as an's Committee
tance in getting an organization
Over there they are tightening thelt early
cute the war. Furthermore, spring is
ence of 250 pounds of flour dis- - a federal jail.
now here and men are needed for belts and doing everything they ran. covered by the Food Administration, A resident of Lincoln. Neb . Maior wh rehy ti e women of the town
might assist. We arranged for a
farm work. In fact there is no ex- They are eating war bread; they are in his home. Hammond was order-- ' Birkner was connected with thi
forces of Nebraska for some-- , committ'c to deve'op the mothers
cuse for men being' idle these days. cutting down their augar In England led to turn the flour hack to his'
Of course a big bulk of humanity to two pounds per person per month, dealer, all except a month's supply thing like 30 years. He is a nati- e war oarden. Ten women present
When the National promised to take part at once in the
who in the past has been too lazy and In France and Italy to one pound-h- ow at the rate of a pound and a half of Germany.
war garden movement. The
to work will not be spurred to acmuch are you eating? and they per person per week. Mr. Hammond Guard forces were mobilized he went mothers
to Camp Cody, and was stationed Anton Chico valley is verv fertile andl
tion by talk of patriotism and the ar
of
the
of
the
most
of
the
was
unaware
for
cards
ration
presence
using
we hope to have splendid gardens.
persuasive powers of .he police w
We must meet sacrifice with flour in his home and his wife stated there with his command until about
The mother working beside the boy
arh"ve to be brought to bear upon such staples.
we don't, we are helping that she had been unaware of the the time he was placed tinder
If
sacrifice.
and brought to Satta Fe for and girl w;ll add greater interst ta
individuals. This is just what they
instead of helping to regulation and had no intention of rest
both.
trial.
intend doing. If you are idle and to lose the war
hoarding.
win
It
have no good reason for being so,
Was Diicharged From Army
CITIZEN"-- ' COMMITTEE OF
the advise of the police is to get a
EATING-PLACEMUST
Conflicting and inaccurate stateHACKFNS4CK PUTS KIBOSH
job at once or seek more congenial
ments concerning Major Uirkner'
ON
MEALS
MAKE
REPORT
ON GERMAN NEWSPAPERS
climes. Albuquerque Journal.
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Conferences of war workers, national and state', will be held in Albuquerque on Thursday and Friday,
May 9, and 10. These dates have
been agreed upon by the Council of
National Defense and the New Mexico Council of Defense. An official
call to all the war workers of the
state is being issued by the New
Mexico Council of Defense and plans
are now under way which will insure a large attendance for the
work.
Many Federal Department
Arrangements that have betn made
provide for the attendance of representatives of the following departments and branches: Treasury Department, Department of Agriculture, Department of Labor. Food AdFuel Administration
ministration,
e
Men, American Red
Red Cross, Woman's Cmmittee of the
Council of National Defense.
All State Agencies
It is hoped to have in attendance
representatives of every agency in
the state now helping to win the
war. There will be work to be discussed by representatives of the
Council of National Defense, Governor Lindsey and other state officials,
the New Mexico Council of Defense
the
and its Woman's Committee;
newspaper men of the state; LibWar
Bond
Savings
committees;
erty
Stamps committees; county councils
of defense; county financial agents
and bankers; 'county agricultural
agients; officers and representatives
of the Agriculaural College, extension department and experiment station; Young Men's Christian Association; Young Woman's Christian
Association ; Knights of Columbus.
Prominent Speakers Coming
Prominent speakers, under the auspices of the Council of National Defense and the Committee on Public
Information, will make addresses on
Thursday afternoon and evening.
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DUTCH TO REJECT

READING

IRVINE LENROOT

WILSON NAMES

TEUTON DEMANDS

AMERICANS

LOSE

200 IN TOUL FIGHT

LIBERTY DAY

HUNS WANT RIGHT OF WAY FOR
SHIPMENT OF CIVILIAN AND
WAR SUPPLIES.

PROCLAMATION

KAISER TO SEIZE PORTS

AID THIRD LIBERTY LOAN

NEW MOVE BY GERMANS

DECREES, IF ACCEPTED,

ASKS PEOPLE TO ASSEMBLE AND

PREPARING

PLEDGE ANEW SUPPORT TO
SUSTAIN NATION'S CAUSE.

ROBECQ

GERMAN
WOULD

FOR HOLDING

SETS

APRIL 26

U.

EVERYWHERE.

MEAN ABANDONMENT
OF NEUTRALITY.

CASUALTIES NEARLY 400

GERMAN

LOAN RALLIES

S. TROOPS. WIN FIGHT
AT GREAT ODDS.

TWO BLOWS NEAR

AND ALBERT TO OU3T
ENTENTE FROM ARRAS.

ARE YOU WITH OR

BOYS LIVE THREE
MONTHS BY HUNTING
Missing Youths Are Recognized
by Storekeeper When Thjey
Buy Supplies.

AGAINST THE HON?
Buy

a Liberty Bond If You Woulo
Show the World Where
You Stand.

Topekn, Knn. Carl Luthey nncl
WInnett Robinson, two high school
from their
boys who disappeared
homes, nenr Topekn, Knn., on November 12, 1917, and were believed to YOUR HELP IS NEEDED NOW!
have enlisted In the United States
army or nnvy, have been located in
Solomon valley, nenr Cawker City. The
There Can Bs No Such Thing as Neulads have been living in the open aUtf
trality on the Part of a True
trapping on the Solomon river and
American Citlten In This
bunting In that section of Kansas.
Great War.
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SOU and 400.
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word recently popularized.
of organized government
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power
over23.
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"Our troops were
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Lady Reading, wife of the newly ap- and who seeks to dominate the world
But you know, and I know, that be
London, April 2- 4- Hailleiiel events pointed British ambassador to the by the might of the sword, challenges
Is unly a coward. His only anxiety Is
Congressman Irvine Lenroot of Wis- whelmed by a superiority of numbers,
who has been elected United but fought to a finish."
arc overshadowed by lit possibility United States, always has been very the rights of America and ihe
to keep out of danger, no matter al
liberty consin,
This was the official characterizathat the little kingdom oi Holland may popular In London society and doubt- - and life of all the free nalions of the 6tates senator from Wisconsin.
what sacrifice of his manhood.
tion by a field commander of the
be engulfed In the war, for Holland's less will be as popular in Washington. earth. Our brave sons are
Even though he knows that his
facing Ihe
American troops, who successfully
entry into the struggle; would upset till
fire of battle in defense of the hon- "PROUD OF EVERY MAN"
neighbor's wife or child is being atin the Toul
an
went front strategy.
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tacked he will "not Interfere.
or and rights of America and the
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that the Americans stuck to their
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Now, therefore, I, Woodrow Wilson,
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Morale of Troops In Liberty Loan
inal enterprise pure and simple.
Ghent, Bruges, Brussels ami Antwerp Farewell Message to Gen, Pershing at America, do appoint Friday, the twenty-s.(u.u
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conceivable device of fright fulness on
Later it became manifest that we
Address at Washington.
has to be carried on by the way of
Secretary Left Europe, Praises
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day of April, One Thousand
them.
Soldiers Highly.
were likely to suffer similarly in our
That ill why the
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Hundred and Eighteen, as
That the enemy's losses were so seturn. In fact, the same criminals behave been trying to force
Liberty Day. On the afternoon of
to attack us. They killed our
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With the American Army in France,
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General Pershing made
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day night ami early Tuesday made
BECAUSE SHE KNOWS
New York. The government's plan
August t'arlson, who came here 111
Russian Red Guards also are acting can, Belgian, Italian and Portuguese ter:
San Jacinto and Hemet "shiver," but from Park City, Utah, and Frank E. to melt several hundred
millions of sil- with British and French troops under divisions ready not only to repulse
I would like to have the
Sir
"Dear
added nothing to the destruction of the Darnell, killed by a full from the Santa ver dollars now In the
By AMELIA JOSEPHINE BURR
treasury vaults, the directions of the Mourman soviet the Inevitable attack, but to strike pleasure to get In your paper a small
Sunday tremors which half wrecked Monica municipal pier, were the only fixing an arbitrary price of il an war council, which consists ot one En- back when
of the Vigilantes.
When
a
a
for
moment
comes.
the
boy
plnee
question.
proper
the business district here and severely deaths reported.
She Is a fragile little elderly gentleounce, has again stimulated demand glishman, one Frenchman
and one
Apparently the allies have thrown In comes to the first time in love with a
damaged Hemet. Even the tottering
a teacher by profession, an
for that metal in the local market. Russian.
only enough of their reserves to hold girl, who Is entitled to the first kiss, woman,
walls
of
buildings Hun Loan Brings 14,550,000,000 Marks Two weeks ago bar sliver was quoted
Alsatian
During the sumby birth.
to
the
or
the
the
to
the
the
girl
boy
girl
their
Germans,
conserving
seemed to have gained a sense of equi
1014 she left her home
of
mer
The result of the at 91
British Casualties Total 12,368.
holidays
cents. By steady degrees It
Washington
strength as far as possible. It has been boy?
librium during the successive earth eighth German war loan amounts to has climbed to within a fraction of the
In Strasburg, and came over to visit
KATIE."
London. British casualties reported noted however, that when the neces"Truly,
rocklngs and twist Ings of Sunday and I4,,ri50,O0O.non marks, according to an price fixed by the Treasury DepartThe editor ventured the opinion that her brother, in a suburb of New York.
the week ending April 20 to- sity of holding became Imperative, the
during
Bhe has been here ever since, too
Monday and retained their balance.
official diplomatic dispatch from Basle. ment, selling April 22 at M',4 cents.
"
the osculatory stunt should be
taled 12,308.
holding power was there.
proud to be a tax upon her brother'i
U. S. Will Rush Grain to Belgium.
Ships Blown Up and Abandoned.
slender means, and maintaining hen
Baron Richthofen, Aviator, Killed.
Bill
to
House
Melt
Passes
Sliver.
Nationalist Party to Resist Draft.
I,ondon. British naval forces Tuesself by French lessons here and there,
Washington. Food shipments to the
Claim Unlucklest Title.
London. Capt. Baron von Richtho
administration
Washington. The
civilian population of the allied counday raided the German submarine
members of the
Dublin. Fifty-fivW. Huff, a governesslng, helping mothers, and
Pa.
the
famous
German
Pitcnirn,
has
George
aviator,
fen,
bases of Ostend and Zeebrugge, the
will be suspended for ten days to bill authorizing the melting into bul- Irish party met here and, with John
other work to which she has never
been killed. The captain was brought tries
Pennsylvania railroad employee, lays
move 3,000,000 bushels of grain to the lion of 350,000,000 silver dollars to pay Dillon presiding, unanimously adopted clnlm to the title of "unlucklest man." been accustomed but which she does
admiralty announces. Five old cruis down in the Somme
Ills
valley.
body
rrs which had been filled with conBelgians, who are declared to be in trade balances was passed by the a resolution "that in the present cri- He was working on an engine when a with the true spirit of France. I havs
House without
amendment.
It had sis we are of the opinion that the
felt complalnti
and
crete for use in blocking the channels was recovered and buried with mili- desperate straits.
pinch hnr struck hlra on the chin and heard yes,
honors.
been passed by the Senate and now
were run aground, blown up and tary
and most immediate duty of knocked him to the ground. In foil- trickle out and then dry up entirely
highest
Big Americrn Steamship Destroyed.
goes to the President.
abandoned by their crews.
the members of this party is to re- ing, he struck a piece of steel and sus- at the sight of that gallant little fig
Guatemala Enters War Against Kaiser
New York. The American steammain in Ireland and actively cooper- tained a lacerated scalp, and when his ire plowing Indomitably through tht
Guatemala City, April 23 The Na- ship A. A. Raven, a vessel of 2,458
Over $21,000,000 in Third Loan Drive.
Count Czernin for Berlin Envoy.
with their conctituents in oppos- foot caught between two ties he was enow. Her earnings. It hardly need
ate
Denver, April 24. The total for Den- tional Assembly declared the republic tons gross register, was sunk by a subCount Czernin, ac- ing the enforcement of the compul- thrown in such a manner that the be said, are not large, yet she has
Washington.
ver and the state in the Liberty loan (if Guatemala to occupy the same posi- marine during the second week of
to an official dispatch from sory military service in Ireland." Fif- muscles of his back were badly bought a Liberty bond of each Issue,
tion toward the European belligerents March, according to word received cording is to be
campaign Is $21,385,500. which Is
and ts resolved to keep on as long at
France,
appointed ambassa- teen hundred delegates ot trades trained.
as does the United States.
the top ten days ahead of time.
here.
the war does.
dor to Berlin.
unions pleedged to resist conscription.
Steal "Germ" Rabbit.
Czernin Policy to Be Continued.
Restrictions for Allen Women.
$75,000,000 Back Pay for Railway Men.
The Place for Him.
Montgomery, Ala. The state labor-itorAmsterdam. Baron Burlan, on as- Senator Stone Buried in Nevada, Mo. Carranza Soldiers Raid Americans.
Seventy-fivmillion
First Manager Why did you advise
Washington.
Washington. German and Austrian
and Pasteur Institute had sever-- il
Mo. The funeral of SenNevada,
office
as
Austro
?
suming
Hungarian
Presidio, Tex. Carranza soldiers,
dollars, it was estimated in railway ad- women in the United States were
rabbits, inoculated with germs, for that fellow to go Into a stock
Vien- ator William J. Stone was held here. without food
actor.
no
Is
He
starand
ministration circles wil; je turned over placed under the same restrictions as foreign minister, according to
supplies
facing
Recently
experimental purposes.
Knights Templar and other fraternal
Second Manager Can't act a bit
to the railway men of the country as have prevailed for male enemy aliens na dispatch, declared to his staff that organizations escorted the remains to vation, have taken to raiding American thief made way with the rabbits. Dehis policy would be the same as that
back pay when Director General
are
issued
with more than a cow. That's one reason I
a
awaited
President
ranches
in
Bend
by
being
the
by proclamation
velopments
The
where
services
district
were
held.
Big
the
church,
his
of Count Czernin.
predecessor.
told him to go to Mock company.
approves the findings of the rail- Wilson under the recently enacted law
The funeral train arrived from Jeffer- White ranch was raided Monday, and keen interest
way wage commission.
Including women In the definition of Socialists Order Peace Strike May 1. son City, where the body lay in state. several head of cattle stolen. Other
Too Much to Ask.
Child Killed by Rooster.
enemy aliens.
Amsterdam. The Telegraaf reports
ranches are reported to have been
"A man should learn to laugh at hll
Nation's Loan Total Is $1,657,678,800.
daughSaratoga, Tex. The year-ol- d
that the German Socialist party In Monarch of Anhalt Dead in Germany. raided also. Reinforcements are beof Mr. and Mrs. Guy Flowers died troubles
U. S. Leases Norwegian Ships.
Duke Frederick
Austria has decided that work shall
Amsterdam.
II, ing rushed to the Big Bend district to ter
Washington, April 24. New sub"Tee," replied Mr. Growcher; "an
In a hospital at Beaumont two weeks
1
The
raised
the
Board
of
of
German
total
be
United
of
the
the
ruler
the
border
States
Washington.
Anhalt, strengthen
Shipping
scriptions reported
throughout
stopped May
duchy
the man who Is censing them
has chartered 400,000 tons of Norwe- country and that demonstrations In in dead at Ballenstedt castle. He was patroL The Mexican Federals are after she had been spurred by fight- encourage
the Liberty loan already pledged to
to think he Is showing you a Jolly good
cock.
ing
oM
be
of
held.
favor
$1 years
gian sailing ships.
peace shall
boiling roots aad herbs tor food.
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PRACTICAL

So Constructed That Three
Rooms May Be Added Later.
DON'TS

FOR HOME BUILDERS

There Are Many Things That Should
Be Avoided by Those Planning and Building
New Houses.
Mr. William A. Radford will answer
questions and give advice 1'llEE OP
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
subject of building, for the readers of this
paper. On account of his wide experience
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
la, without doubt, the highest authority
an all these subjects. Address all
to William A. Radford, No. 1827Inquiries
Prairie
avenue, Chicago, III., and only enclose
three-cefor
stamp
reply.
By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
A few months ago a ynunK Western
ranchman returned to Ills home in a
city in southern Illinois mid was married to a girl of childhood ucipinint-itiii'she u inn I (It'll from u farm. That

was the beginning of the comfortable
little home which had Its locus in tlio
collage shown In the Illustration: I he

Don't fall to have a large sheltered
porch off the living or dining room,
to he screened in summer nnd glassed
In for a sun parlor In the winter.
Don't build your living porch to the
west ; It would be sunny In the after
noon, just when the housewife Is free
to enjoy It. East, southwest, and
south nre the best exposures.
Don't regret it afterwards make a
porch, the second floor for
There Is nothing
outdoor sleeping.
more healthful,
Don't let your front door open directly Into the living room, A hall or
vestibule cuts olT cold.
Don't plan to have the stairway ascend from the living room. It's more
picturesque than useful.
Don't scatter the plumbing all over
the place; arrange it so the kitchen
sink is over the laundry tubs und directly under the bath room; thus keep
all the piping straight and simple and
hold down the cost.
Don't overlook composition flooring
for the hath room anil the front vestibule. It Is so easy to keep clean.
Don't omit n seat with hinged cover
for the front vestibule; it Is a great
convenience as a handy plnce for rubbers, porch cushions, children's playthings, etc.
Don't be prejudiced ; glazed Dutch
doors (cut horizontally through the
middle into two parts) are better than
French windows to open out onto a
sleeping porch. The half doors permit a nicer regulation of cold air.
Don't miss having a laundry chute

LATE

MARKET
QUOTATIONS
Weatern Newipsper Union Newt Service.
DK.WEK MARKETS.

two-stor- y

V

tattle.

Fat steers, ill. to prime.. II6.60'tf 16.40
Kat steers, good to choke 14.50'U 15.(0
Kat Mteers, fuir to good..
H.SU
13.7!)
12.00 u 13.00
Hellers, prime
Cows, fm, good to choice. 11.00'u viz:.
lO.UO'U 11.011
Cows, fair to good
7. Corn 9.50
Cows, common to fair....
10.011 V 14 !.".
Veal calves
Dulls
7.U04J 10.00
Feeders, good to choice.. J3.00dl 14.50
11.00'u 12.00
Feeders, fair to good
a.iio'u 10.50
Feeders, common to fair.
9. u 'u 10. Oil
Stockers, good to choice..
10.006 11.50
tHockurg, fuir to good....
$ltf. 75ii 17.40
Uoog hogs
!U

II

Unlit

Lambs,
Lambs,
Ewes

Sheep.

,$2O.2a20.5O
19.75'u 20.25

.
.

heavy
Yearlings . . ,
Wethers

.

.

15.00"u 16.00
16.25b 17.00
16.60
15.75

UA1 ASU GRAIN MARKET.

Carload Plies.)
liar.
Buying Prices per Tc S.OOitf 20.00
Colo, upland, per ton
fl
1 7.0018.00
Nebr. upland, per ton
rrairie nay inew cropi,
Colo, and Nebr., per ton. 6.0018.00
2 0.00 4; 22.00
Timothy, per ton
IS 00
6.00
Alfalfa, per ton
2 o.oo a a ou
South Park, per ton
iiunnlson Valley, per ton.. 8.00111 20.00
6.00
Straw, por ton
Oral a.
Oats, Nebr., loo io
J3.00
buying
, 3.00
Colo., oats, bulk, buyiiiK
. 3.23
Corn chop, suck, RelliiiK ...
. 3.20
Corn in suck, selling
. 3.22
Gluten b'aeri. nuekeii. Hellftiir
(F.

O. B. Denver,

TANK WOT
INVENTED
AS WAR

13

UN C

M

Thousands of Tractors
Now in Use on Farms
in All Parts of the World

two-hors- e

1

who have watched the
operation of (he tanks nt the
movies nnil liuve marvelled at the
lumbering machines that crawl
over the face of the earth like
prehistoric, monsters have gained
some hlea of the adaptability of
the modern tank.
No other
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., 3.111 rig. 1.77 Va
armored machine that moves upon the ground is
so
Flour.
capable of surmounting obstacles.
Hungarian patent, US lbs., sacked,
When the squadron of tanks appeared In the
$4.95
subject to discount
of Byng's famous drive nt Cainbrni, its
DKESSKO I'Ol LTIIl.
seemed providential, writes Hamilton M.
Less 10 per rent commission.
Wright in the New York Sun. The armored
30
U 32
Turkeys, fancy il. p
24
23
'u
Turkeys, old toms
pushed through the German burlied wire en20 il 22
Turkeys, choice
27 3 30 tanglements as If they were so many
Ducks, young
cobwebs.
27
25 'U
Ueene
They sidestepped rleep pockets, stretched their long
15
'ti 18
Hoosters
tracks over miniature chnsms, dipped, rose, backed
Mve roultrv.
and tipped nt dangerous angles as
their
they
(Prices net F. o. B. Denver.)
way forward nnild n hnil of missiles. picked
5
is
Hoosters, lb.
And yet for all Its supreme
,26 at 3
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
adaptation to the
25
Ducks, young
IS
Ueese
it 20 needs of the hour the tank was not Invented for
war purposes. The first tanks
Introduced Into
Kicks.
luiropo were used in lumbering operations nnd in
Ekks. graded No, 1 net, F.
u. B. Denver
heavy hauling, just as they were in the United
Ekks. graded No. 2 net, F.
States. Rnpldiy their use was extended to
O. B. Deliver
large
case count, misc.
agricultural works and before the present war
Kkks,
rrfAcrox coyf?TFi
rases, Jess commission. . .$9.35 f() 9.
uiuck out me track- lay- ers were
flutter.
In
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb...
every country In the
Creumeries, 2d grade, lb
world. Even the
36
it
Process
prosaic
U
28
stock
track layer used In
Packing
farming will, if armKriilt.
Apples, Cold, now fancy, box. 1.00&2
ored, make a tank for
3,
Tears, Colo
war use. Indeed during the 1017 recruiting
Vegetables.
00
.12.
cwt
Beans, Navy,
season ordinary truck
10.00
Beans, Pinto, cwt
.
.16 layers
.1501
armored with
Beans, Lima, lb
2.00 sheet
Beets, Colo., cwt
iron
plowed
2.50
Cabbage, Colo
1.00 through walls almost as
Carrots, cwt
.
Cauliflower, lb
as
.ioai2H
the
readily
biggest
.
.25 0 .35
Onions, table, dos
war tanks, yet built.
CATERPILLAR. TYP
7XAX
.
1.60
.76
Potatoes, cwt
. 1.25
1.50
At the present time
Turnips, Colo., cwt
track layers are used In
plantation work in Cuba,
tilled with earth and the
tlelils presents
HIDES A.l I'ELTS.
the Philippines, Java. Uawall,
South Africa and
a finely mulched even surfnee.
so on throughout the world.
Dry Hides.
There are almost
The tank Is not only first in war. It Is first In
26c one hundred of
Flint, butcher, lb
them at work In Hawaii, taken
24c
peace. For Its weight It has more pulling power
Flint, fallen, lb
from
there
California where the tractor flourishes.
16c
Flint, bull and stag, lb
than any farm machine made. It Is the biggest
15c
Flint, culls and glue, lb:
They are hauling logging trains In Maine, Monmoney saver and time saver ever Introduced for
1817 20c
Salt hides, lb
W
tana,
s
Horse hides,
Isconsin, Minnesota nnd Canada as eff. to
power purposes upon the farm. The division of
of
salt.
green
price
iciently as they are transporting
agricultural engineering of the University of Calisupplies In the
Green Salted, fared Hides.
fornia has found that one man with a 45 horse8
9c mining regions of the West. On the dusty roads
Over 4 lbs., lb
8
9c of the Pannmlnt range, where the
Under 4 lbs., lb
power tractor on the university farm can do the
steep grades
6u wear down the
Glue hides and skins, lb
work of from three to six men with mules. Morespirit of the strongest mule teams
7c
Bulls and stags, lb
Part cured, lb
lc less and where wnter stations are few and far beover, the same machine may be kept going day
ureen, lc lb. less than cured.
tween, track layers are as valuable for freighting
and night, a great advantage In California, where
Dry Fllat Pelts.
It is necessary to get a large amount of work done
Wool pelts, lb
4042c of uiey are in me neat ana whirling sand clouds
the Mojave Desert.
35&37c
In a short time. And It requires no feed or care
Short wool pelts
No.
14a
,
1,
Butcher shearlings,
lb.
There are at the present time about fifteen
when not working.
No. 1 Murrain shearings, lb....
18c
firms engaged In making tractors with the endFor a varied illustration of what a track layer
Bucks, saddles and pieces at value.
Tallow anal areas.
can do take the case of the
less belt type of drive. There are between eight
a husky little
Prime rendered tallow, lb ... f 10 ,12
45 horsepower tractor which has been out of the
No. 1 tallow, lb
10$ .It and ten thousand tractors of this type of all difNo. 1 tallow, lb
019 .10 ferent makes now in use In the world.
for
months.
The
writer watched
shop
eighteen
Brown and yellow tallow ,
her working and learned of her career since the
Factories are now speeding the construction of
09
.10
grease, lb
she
left
the
day
these
Calf and Kip Greea Salted.
factory.
tractors for the use of the
$ .18 0 .21
Calfskin, salted
She was hauling beets when I first saw her.
10$ ,14 United States In the field artillery, marine corps,
Kip, lb
Under
the
thrust of her powerful engines she
.10 signal corps and other branches of the service.
Branded, lb
1.00
1.26 Armored
Deacons, each
went forward In a cloud of dust that hid her from
In
are
track
used
suplayers
hauling
6
Oft .76
each
Slunks, No.
all eyes but her driver's. She mounted the sides
Horse
1, each
6.003 6.60 plies over ground that motortrucks cannot travel
4. 00
4.60 on.
of the levee, dragging her own weight of five and
Horse No. I, each
manufacturers
of
track
find
the
Today
layers
3.60 4T 3.00
Olue and pony, each
tons and two eleven-totrucklonds of
Colt, each
600 .60 war orders tax their facilities to such an extent
beets as easily as If there had been no load at ail.
Green Salted Pelta.
not
to
comable
are
with
that
the
they
up
keep
Lamb and Sheep, each
$ .60 (S 2 60
on
The
the Island Is what ranchers In
ground
ISO .46 mercial demand.
Spring lamb, each
the delta of the San Joaquin river call peat bot10 a .50
Shearlings, each
The advance of the tank ever the earth sugfluff.
tom
It gave under like saw logs in a mill
gests the movement of a living creature. Tet Its
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
boom as the little
dragged her weight over
Is simple.
The track layer lays Its
operation
It, hugging the ground as closely as a badger.
Prices for Metals.
track down In front of the frame, rolls over it,
Bar sliver. (9Kc.
When she had reached the top
stopped a moCopper. $21,124.
picks It up again and repeats the process.
ment and the driver got his hearings. Then the
Lead. $7.00.
or
belt
a
The
consists
of
track
$6,82
4.
Spelter,
gears connected with her right track, her left
per unit. endless chain of flat steel links, which Is put In
Tungsten concentrates,
track remaining stationary, and she swung around
S24.BU.
wheels which
(motion by lurge
from right to left on her own axis quite as rapColo. Tungsten
concenBoulder,
mus
or
me
oen
u
tne
nt
ny
into
insiae
gears,
trates, 60 per cent. $20.00622.60 per
idly as a lady In the fox trot.
resembles a belt stretched around the front and
unit; crude ores, 60 per cent. $22.00
This, however, wus nothing for the
She
25.00; 25 per cent, f 12.004? 12.50; 10 per rear wheels of an automobile and presenting a
can go backward or forward, up hill or down, and
cent, $9,406 12.20.
flat surface on the ground.
can spin nround all dny like a dervish If her driver
Llaaeed.
The outside of the belt Is comprised of broad
throws in but one clutch. Time and ngaln she has
Duluth, Minn. Linseed $3.9604.03;
to
which
are
as
track
known
97
links
ridged
$3
plates
arrive. $1.76; May.
bid; July,
picked her way over the peat bogs of the newly
$3,94 4 asked; October, $3.65.
Inside
belt
of
the
The
their
slipping.
prevent
reclaimed land, skirted the edge of big cracks
rest
the
which
tracks
twin
the
contains
upon
Price af 9uaar.
six or eight feet deep, backed and sidestepped
New
York. Sugar
trnctor.
of
the
the
Centrifugal,
that
rollers
support
weight
and bridged miniature chasms, confident that
6.006; fine granulated, 7.45.
Nine out of ten persons who watch a tractor
of the whole earth could
nothing short of a cave-IGrata la Mlaaeapoll.
the
impresdemonstration for the first time get
stop her progress nnd that the harrows, plows or
Minneapolis, Minn. Corn No. I yel- - sion that the track Itself Is moving upon the
trucks behind were bound to follow wherever she
IOW, Sl.VSKl.OS.
Oats No.
white, 86987c.
led.
ground. The Illusion Is created by the fact that
Flax $4. 02 4.04.
forto
be going
4
is a ponderous, deliberate creature with a
the top of the belt Is observed
Rye $2.68 02.66.
Barley $1.4)01.10.
ward. But the forward motion of that part of
tremendous grip upon the earth. If covered with
Bran $31.14.
the belt Is taken up by the forward motion of
sheet Iron and armored she could tear her way
the car. If the car Is raised from the ground and
through wire entanglements as enslly as Dyne's
Boataa Wool Trade.
rewill be seen
l.
tanks tore through the German defenses at
Boston.
Wool Scoured basis: Texas the motor set in motion the belt
But more than all things else she Is a
Fine, 12 months, f 1.720 1.75; fine. I volving around the supporting chain wheels. In
months, $1.6601.60.
at rest.
money snver and a mnn saver.
Fine staple. $1.85SI 1.87; this case the tank Is absolutely
Territory
d
This Is nil In the day's work with
nnd
combing. $1.76i 1.7S: thraa- There are two belts, one on either side of the
combing, $1.6001.55; fine car. When the car goes straight ahead both belts
night's work, too. In fact her driver can rememfine medium
clothing, $1.6091.66;
ber when she worked all day and then went nt
revolve at even speed. But the right and left
clothing, $1.6601.60.
Pulled Extra, $1.8001.85; A A, $1.70 hand tracks may be operated Independently.
It at night with an acetylene lamp, plowing up
01.80; A supers, $1.6001.65.
beets with a subsoil plow 16 Inches deep. She
Through the operation of clutches that correhas been on the job In one way or another all the
Chirac Grala aad Provlaloa Prices.
spond to those In an automobile one track may
time for IS months.
Corn No. 2 yellow. $1,680
Chicago.
be brought to a standstill while the other track
1.72; No. I yellow, $1.6001.68;
No. 4 continues to move at normal speed. The tank
She hnd pulled a grader holding five cubic
$1.46
01.67.
yellow.
Oats No. S white, 880894c; standyards of dirt to level the land for irrigation bewith all Its power applied on one side will make
ard, 88 H 89 4 c.
fore a single acre had been put into beets. She
a sharp turn. If the right hand track Is moving and
Rye No. 2, nominal; No. t, $2.50.
hnd been lent to a farmer In the nearby foothills.
the left Is still the tank will turn to the left.
Barley $1.4001.78.
8.00.
distributed along the
He hnd hitched her up to a
Timothy $1 $5,000
Is
tank
the
of
The
weight
8.00
Clover
0 28.00.
that would break the hnrdest ground in the
whole length of the track. In the crumbling new-l- y
Pork Nominal.
Lard $24.70.
and she had subsolled the land to a depth
district
the San Joaquin delta, Caliof
land
reclaimed
Ribs $22.16 0 22.77.
of 20 Inches, breaking up the hard-plopan
fornia, track layers travel on soil that will not
where ten span of horses had failed. For the first
Kaaaaa City Pradare.
support the weight of a man, much less a horse.
In
25
time
Kansas City. Butter
years that land had produced 30 bushCreamery, They will pass over cracks In the crumbling earth
404c; firsts, 394c; seconds, 38c; pack- that a horse could fall Into, dragging harrows
els of wheat to the acre.
ing. 20e.
are
crevices
mounted the levee with her two
When the
over the uneven ground until all
Eggs 22 4 c
Poultry Roosters, l$c; broilers, 240
26c.
IIOSIO
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1
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levla-tlinn-

a

ro fmzjr

-

or

well-know-

jiluns were sketched by the couple
while they still rented.
The man of the house bad spent 12
"shack" on the
years in a
Western plains.
There he accumulated a comfortable sum and there he
learned something about inconvenience.
From the poorly lighted, cold nnd
but fairly well ventilated place he called home he has been transformed Into
n comfortable cottnge, with lots of
light and ventilation and every convenience, a
bungalow, with a
good start for three rooms upstairs. It
only cost $2,800. The original price
was fixed at $2,400, but a concrete
basement and n few extras added to
the cost.
The cottage Is built on a lot 72 feet
front and It Is 28 by 42 feet with an
eight-foo- t
porcli extending across the
entire front. The only change he
would make If building another would
possibly be to make It two feet wider.
The bungalow contains a living
room, dining room, two bedrooms, and
kitchen, a
bathroom, two
large closets, a linen closet, a pantry,
and an Inclosed entrance at the rear
porcb.
Attic It Floored.
The entire attic Is floored and uprights in place for lath 'and plaster
whenever It is desired to finish the up- -

from the bedroom floor to the basement. It Is the greatest convenience
In the house.

two-roo-
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COAL

MINES

OF

MACEDONIA

Fuel So Abundant That at Times It
Appears Above the Surface
of the Ground.
In Macedonia coal in nhundunce is
found in the valleys, appearing above
the surface In many places. In the
valley of Kossovo in the neighborhood
of Sibovtzi and Hade, along the
river to the southwest of the
town of 1'iishtlnn and around the village of Shnshkovitzn, In the northern
extreme of the valley to the southwest of I'rlshtina, the coal deposits
nre extensive nnd valuable. The layers are usually about 4.3 feet thick,
with a northeasterly direction, almost
horizontal, and showing above the
ground In some lUaces, the distance
of n kilometer. The Serbian railways
were formerly supplied with coal from
this particular region. In the basin-lik- e
valley of Prizrend coal also appears above the ground In layers averaging two feet thick. The same condition Is found In the narrow valley of
Plscupshtlna river in the environs of
the villages of Lukovo, I'erezl, nnd
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The uprights, usually 2 by 4,
were placed to give the roof nec
essary carrying strength.
The owner believes an additional
two feet on the left side could be
used to advantage In the living room,
dining room, pantry and porch. The
position of the girder, however, would
not be changed.
The living room hns a cheerful fire
place built of mottled brick. The out
side chimney, as well as the lower por
tion of the porch posts and foundn
Hons, are built of vitrified paving
brick. Another feature In the living
room are two book shelves built Into
the colonnades between living room
and dining room.
The pantry Is conveniently built between the dining room and kitchen, and
may have an outside Ice box. In this
home the Ice box Is kept on the porcli,
but protected from the weather.
The bathroom Is located between
the two bedrooms and readily reached
from every portion of the house. It Is
large enough and has a linen closet.
In the hallway is a clothes chute.
Each of the bedrooms has large closets and with the spacious attic there
Is lots of room for storage purposes.
There Is a basement tinder the entire house and It Is concreted.
The attic Is reached through an Inclosed stairway with the floor landing near the center of the building.
Oon'ts for Home Builders.
Don't invest In cheap plumbing and
lavatory fittings. If you do you'll soon
discover It to be the most "expensive" economy you ever tried.
wonderful variety of
Don't plan
color schemes In decorating when the
consistent use of simple color combinations gives far more pleasing and decorative results.
Don't forget that rooms designed
after simple, straight lines lend themselves more easily to decoration, prove
more sanitary, and are less tiresome to
lire In than badly arranged rooms.
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First Floor Plan.
stairs.

Berovo up to Mercy bey In the Ochridu
district. In these particular localities
the surface layers average in thickness
s
from
of a foot to 4.35
feet, but this coat has only a local
value, as It Is far from the railroad.
three-fourth-

n

A Sixth Sense.
Scientists In Denmark are greatly
puzzled by a man named Emll Knud-seaged thirty-si- t
years, a Norwegian from Chrlstianla. He had been
an object of Interest to the medical
fraternity for some time, and lately
leading nerve specialists of Europe,
Knudsen
suggested an experiment.
was blindfolded, placed at the wheel
of a steamer, and told to pilot it
through the intricate channels of Copenhagen harbor. This he did without
any mishap whatever. He displayed
no nervousness of hesitation. He took
a dozen sharp corners and followed
zigzag course throughout without any
He explains his gift as
uncertainty.
a sixth sense, and the scientific men
who have him under observation are
Inclined to believe that this explanation Is the true one. At present, anyway, they are unable to account for
the performance on any other hypothesis.
Often Returned.
"More than he did at first
"Yes. He says It's the most widely
traveled poem he ever wrote."
COPIED FROM MOTHER NATURE
Chirac Lire Stork Qaatatioae.
"What Is Scribson doing these
Chicago.
Hogs Bulk, $17,100 17.60;
daysT"
mixed,
light. $17.10017.75;
$16,900
Most Deadly Wartime Contrivances
rouirh.
heavy. $16,006 17.10:
"He's polishing up this poem on the 17.70;
$16.00 0 16.50: pigs. $13 256 17.25.
Are Imitations of the Denizens of
world war preparatory to sending It
cattle Native steers. I106flei7Cnthe Sea and Air.
out on Its rounds again. He's actu- stockers and feeders. $8.30012.60: cows
and heifers. $7.40018.(0; calves, $9,000
ally beginning to take new pride In 14.50.
Man has constructed the submarine
8heea $13.00017.86: lambs, lit Eaa
that composition of his."
22.00. a new high price record.
to course the ocean depths. Imitating
In shape and dark hue the sea monExtremes.
winged maButter Creamery, 84 042c sters. He has produced
Chicago.
Heaven pity the woman whoa hna.
butSBS rirsia,
chine, along the lines of a bird or
ordinary
sieitttc;
band Is so wild that she can't control firsts.
320 33c; at mark, cases Included. terfly, and has painted it white that
32
38c.
or
one
0
whose spouse Is an
the
him,
nn-msconsin. ssicnigan and he may speed among the clouds
that he's fnnnntnnnna D ik Minnesota bulk,
new moae
$1.80 01.48; ditto sack
however,
Itecently,
mood
81.3(61.48.
ed.
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of mimicry has been used by the
nations.
Just as many of the
birds and gay butterflies
use their brilliant raiment for attraction, squadrons of our war airplanes
are lavishly coated with kaleidoscopic
colors to attract tlie enemy Into the
danger zone, whew a superiority of
numbers He.
The old ways of fighting battles and
of laying siege with all due formality
Is past. The weapons utilized In the
present day force the contending nations to Invent every manner of shel
wnr-rln-

bright-plume-

d

loads of beets she was doing the work of ten
teams. With buy at $30
n tun, rolled barley at from
$"i to .$H) a ton and other
feed proportionately hlg". "
will keep a fnriner busy to
feed his work stuck, let nlona
The United
make a profit.
Slates department of agriculture once made nn estlmute
that It cost $121 in feed und
time to keep a horse throughout the year. The operation
which replaces 'JO
of
horses, ciiMts as follows:
Twenty-fivgallons of distillate developing "J" horse'JO horses
power (the work of
for ten hours), at 10 cents
per gallon, $2.o0; two gallons of cylinder oil ut about
a gallon, $1.10;
fio cents
track oil, transmission oil
and cup greuse will proliulily
u day.
go from 73 cents to $1
Total,
If anything In the world
could stave off a threatened
crisis in the world's food suptank
ply H would be the
If H'''H
in' agriculture.
were n sufficient number of
wag,
tractors in me
L'llSlllillC
United States today with men who knew how
to operate them nnd take care of them there
would be no question but that we could export
to our allies every bushel of whent they require
and still have an nhundunce for our own use.
That Is, If old Mother Nature and the weather
.
man did not conspire to turn things
The first truck layers ever manufactured nnd
put Into commercial use were very much like the
track layers sent over to the Itusslan armies before the bolshevik! disturbed our calculations as
to the course of the war. They were adapted to
haul heavy loads through snow, Ice, mud und
slush and on uneven roads in the logging woods
of Maine. They were Invented by A. O. Lombard
of Wntervllle, Me., who Is, so far as is known, the
Inventor of the track layer. He put bis first track
layer in operation early In lifKI und secured a
patent on It on May 21, 1IHH.
In the six months following our declaration that
a state of war existed with Germany an average
of two gas tractor companies huve been Incorporated each day. They are good, indifferent and
hnd. Some are of the
variety.
There Is uo way of telling how many gnsollne
tractors there are In uso upon the farms of the
United Slates. An expert In automobile power
puts the number nt 250,000.
Farm experts already foresee the day when
gasoline power will be almost universal In agriculture. The war In a few months hns done more
to Increase the demand for mechanical power on
the farm than yenrs of peace would have accomplished. The faithful horse will never leave us,
but much of his hardest work will be done by
gasoline, even on (he smaller farms.
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The Pershing Rifles.

Fifty yellow and blue badges, the Insignia of
the Pershing Ilifles, a crack military company
of the University of Nebraska, are being treasured by as many former students of thnt Institution these days.
One of them Is William
Green of Abilene, Kan.
"It was Pershing's own Idea," says Mr. Green.
"We had been picked from the military company
of which he wus Instructor after coming from
West Point to Lincoln. We met in his room one
night to orgnnlze and 'The Lieut,' as we familiarly called the Instructor he was a second
lieutenant then asked what colors we wanted
on our badges.
" 'Yellow and blue cavalry colors.'
" T have the very thing,' he responded, and
went to a chiffonier from which he took a brand-nepair of cavalry trousers. With shears he
ruthlessly cut them across, making fifty badges,
each with a strip of blue nnd the yellow leg
We called the organization the 'Perstripe.
shing Rifles' and were very proud of the honor.
Pershing took us on long camping trips under
strict neUitnry regulations, and we felt that he
was more of a father than a professor to us.
"He never forgot his boys, as he called us.
The night he arrived In San Antonio to take
charge of the Southwest division after thedenth
of General Funston, I was at his hotel. Though
a score of prominent men nnd officers were waiting to see him he recognized me and spent five
minutes nsklng after the students and laughing
over the university do vs.
"He was a strict disciplinarian, always wanting things done In a hurry which makes reasonable his Impatience now to get at the Germans
but Intensely human. He was the one professor to whom the boys went with their troubles
nnd that Is n good test of the human side of
anybody."
--

Effect of Cold Weather.
"The cold weather seems to give Mrs. FUngilt
a livelier complexion."
"Yes," replied Miss Cuyenne. "I think he
puts on more to keep her fnce warm."
A Certain Fact
"Concerning this food shortage. It seems to be
there is one argument which covers the ground."
"What Is that?"
"A good wheat nnd corn crop."

ter and protection.
No longer do
armies meet armies on the open plain,
necessitating usually a stronger force
to win the battle. Science In every
phase has stepped Into the ranks and
forced the warriors to become electricians, sappers, chemists. Invention
today Is the mainstay of fighting, and
yet, what is our Invention but the
means of overcoming as nature has
taught her children for aeons T
Ladder to Fortune.
The wonders of compound Interest

are understood In a general way by
Innumerable people, nnd yet only a
very few set aside a sura of money and
reinvest the Interest regularly until
the original capital- Is doubled. Both
In theory and practice this Is the surest and the most satisfactory method
of accumulating money for the man
who has no decided business ability.
It Is not followed more generally because the average man cannot resist
the temptation to spend his Interest
returns Instead of adding them to hi
.
principal. Nebraska State JournaL
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NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

-

NH, SWH Sec. 29, T
16 S..
R. 37 E., all of Sec. 2; All of Sec.
9i,NWM Sec. 10. T. 17 S R. 37 E., con11M

Alt

I

tsoon.oo.

Sale Ne.

Of NF.W MEXICO

rsUIILfc.

FOR

NEI4, SEKNWS4, NE!4SWJ, SEtfSEtf. Sec.
R. 30 E . containing 1682.82
6: T. 26 N
acres.
there are no improvements.

HOf.

PUBLIC

of thirty years from the date of the con
SHEEP BANTU-betweMagualnta tntf
tract and to provide for the payment u Socorro, N. M., on Santa J'e. 100 acre
:iny unpaid balance at the expiration o patented; running water, life time water
thirty years from the date of the con right from Santa Fe, R. R. Good House,
1500 fcamborilcif
All of Sections 14, 15, 16, .tiler the sale and prior 10 the expiratioi barn, c rrals, scales, etc.
Sale No. 1178
iract with interest on deferred psymcni. shcip: U shearers at $16.00 per head. Range
17; N'A. N,SWV, Sec. 20; WSNWtf, SEJ4
41
the rate of four per cent per annun wilt carry 2500 head; Price of Ranch alunt
NWfi, Sec. 21; T. 26 N., R. 29 E.,
30aoa' acres. There are no improve- - payable in advance on the anniversary e S14.000.0O. -- No. 2CO.
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THOsS. G. AJTKEN, Dinting. N. If.
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with a complete outfit, consisting of are no American men and boys to be
lived honest all my dnys nn' worked and the earth fulls away like a fademet Hilly l.oulse hefore she had lime crime to prevent It. To take n person hut now, when she stole a right way;
glance at fer whnt I got. I've hnrbored thieves away on a movie screen and the fool- boots, clogs, leggings, breeches, hat, spared from store, office or factory.
who wants to make n fresh, honest
tu dismount, even supposing she Inhis bent, brooding fnce, she wns fright- In
ish
turn
little people on the ground
up and two pairs of overalls.
No business save fighting and prostart, and shut that person up nmongsf ened. He did not look
my old uge and trusted them
tend to do so.
merciful, but wa'n't fit to be trusted. I've alius that their white faces at you as you go
Work Undertaken.
"Hello, Kloyd! Is Mr. Seuheek at criminals and brand him as a criminal, stern nnd angry.
viding the things fighters must have to
paid over.
She
remembered
The most usual types of agricultur- win battles Is more Important than proseems to me n worse wrong than to
home?"
then that stealing cattle is the one my debts, Seabeck. I'm willln' to pay
"I hope I don't get mumps or liver al labor undertaken by the workers ducing enough food. Give your atten"Sure. Cot off, and I'll put up your steal a few head of cattle; don't you crime a cattleman finds It hard to for- now fer beln a fool.
Charlie?" Billy Louise complaint or some fool thing that will have been those connected with live tion to food production on some farm.
horse. We're Just through eatin', hut think so. Mr. Seaheck?"
leaned und whispered the question
What Mr. Seaheck thought did not give.
keep me out of it all. This is ni;- pet stock and intensive farming, such as Help your employees to get out to the
our grub eiirpenter will rustle someLouise
have
her
Rilly
might
spnred
"I d no, nnd I don't care. He's fear more than that of taking a fall growing mangel, raising calves, milkImmediately appear In speech. lie was self some mental
farms at harvest and other critical
thing for yuh. all right."
If
she
could
anguish
ing, care of live stock, etc. The period seasons.
"No. I can't stop this time. I'm not pulling a little harder at his whiskers have known thnt Seabeck wag brood- pulled out him an' thnt breed. I'll or getting smashed into."
of training generally lasted four weeks.
hungry, anyway. Just Rive a yell for and staling at the ears of his horse.
over the wonder of a woman's love hnve t' pny yuh for seven growed
A Race of Cripples.
"That would depend on the person," ing
cnttle I never seed till ylst'dny, SeaIf, at the end of this time, the students
Mr. Seuheek. will you? I want to see
Work Women Can Do.
nnd
condones
a
that
man's
pnrdons
he said at last. "Some tneu ure born
The military medical authorities showed sufficient skill, they were listed
beck. You can set yer own price on
lulu ii minute."
sins.
Women and girls who wish to help
to
them
were
citizens
made
our
criminals."
the
examined
'em.
efforts
and
have
I
place
but
I've
by
an
ain't sure,
Idee
got
Kloyd eyed her uncertainly, decided
I'm gind you came nnd told me
The results of this ex- on farms. However, before any of the the farms produce more food can be of
"(lb, we aren't talking about thnt
they was shot las' night an' dumped thousands.
that Hilly l.oulse wns not In the mood
In the lighter farm
this," he said at Inst. "Very gind, in In
a
to
kind
man.
of
in
You
the
amination
goodness
river.
set
c'n
Surely
many Instnnces, writes women land workers were allowed to Immediate service
to yield to persuasion, and tactfully
yer price.
Certnln steps I've
deed, Miss MueDotinld.
undertake farm work, the farm was tasks such as fruit and berry picking,
got rheumntlz so bad I couldn't Bennrd Mncfadden, In I'hyslcal Cul
hurried off to find Seaheck without
have been taken lately to push this
and packing. They can help
go V put a stop to nothin' but- ture, hnve been us follows :
Inspected and suitable quarters were sorting
shouting for lilm lest lie bring oihers
farm women In their house-wipe out this rustling and general lawOut of every five examined, one Is found for the workers. Their experiwas
un,
i so. who were evidently nut wanted at
Louise
Billy
Miirtnyr
If
not
and
had
told me,
lessness,
hold tasks, especially in preparing the
you
and crying now. "Mnrthy! considered sound. The other four nre ence seems to show that it is Impracnil. He to.-- It that Hilly Louise felt
I'm afrnid the mills of Justice would shivering
amount of food needed for hart
Char-Hesome diU'ideuce ahout visiting a strictcripples. Some port of their Internul ticable to send the women out to work large crews.
have ground your friends. Of course Don be so so hnrd. It wns nil
organisms Is nffected. The heart, stom- as individuals, but that they must be vesting
ly bachelor outfit, ami he set himself
the lnw would be merciful to Mrs.
Indirectly they can help the farmers
"Yes," said Marthy harshly, "It was ach, lungs, kidneys or some other vital kept together. As a result of this situto relieve lier of any embarrassment.
No Jury would send an old
Meilke.
one member of the group with their heavy work by taking the
nil Charlie. He was a thief, an I was organ or function Is crippled.
ation,
usually
himself came
woman like thnt
I'reseiitly Senlieek
By the way, that
perform
d
old fool I never
For generations the blind have been becomes matron of the party and gen- place of theirIn men folks who
from the
rambling cabin
breed they hnve hnd working for sech a
office, store, or factory,
v hich was his home and strode down
eral chaperon. Another, more skilled lighter tasks
them he Is In on the dent, too, I take knowed what he was. I let him go lending the blind.
these men at critical
ahead, an I set In the house with a
The phystcnl body Is of no special than the rest, becomes group leader or therebyto relieving
the path. buttoning his emit us he
it."
go out to the farms and help
The house In which we forewoman.
Although many of the times
came. I'loyd's face showed for a
"Yes. of course. They had to have white npurn tied on me nn thought I Importance.
with the heavy work unsulted to worn'
classIt workers were from the
the doorway hefore he effaced
someone to help. Marthy can't do nny was havin' an easy time. I set here live needs no special attention.
en's physical strength.
the
to
No
matter
how
were
him
let
and
rob
I
accept
my
compelled
es,
that
neighbors
dirty
grows."
himself completely, and not another
they
"just
riding."
and
as
In
So
the
the
never
er
harmed
does
be.
ain't
cheated
dirt
out
of
It
community
wage
long
nun was In sight anywhere. Hilly Lou"Hm-mmay
prevailing
do you know. Miss
ise was grateful to circumstance ; she
whether there wns any Inti- a cent, and soon's he thought he was not show on the surface, there Is no were required to do as much as the reghe left ole Mnrthy to look occasion for comprint or criticism. ular agricultural workers for the same
had dreaded this visit, though not for
GOVERNMENT BULLETINS
macy between your friends nnd the found out,
tin- - reason Kloyd Carson helieved.
pay.
man we had for stock Inspector, Mr. nfter herself. Never so much as fed Thnt hus been our attitude.
or done the milkln' first!
demand for
us to change.
for
to
Increase
the
time
the
In
order
about
Is
It
hogs
"How de do, Mi us MacLtonnldV I'ret-tOlney?"
It costs you nothing to get
nice day, but I'm afraid
s a
"I can't sny as to thnt." Billy Lou LiHiky here, Senbeck! You'll git pnid It Is ahout time for us to give the women workers, and to add Interest in
government bulletins from the
I'll
have
nn'
tnke
of
Lenrn
bnck,
kind
fer
whnt
work,
your
this
its
figgers
appreciation.
proper
competitions
weather breeder. The wind's Irjing to
body
ise, you see, did not know much about
department of agriculture at
i'hnnse. I notice."
detnlls, but the little she did know I owe, but If you git nfter Chnrlie, to respect It, to revere it, to care for been held throughout the country.
Washington, giving results of
You
kill
were
'Ira
most
let
I'll
would
for
I'm
It
upon
the
The
us
your
go.
Judged
you
"Ves. and so I mustn't stop. Could
yuh.
competitors
preci
made her hedge.
experiments made by poultry
"
most
dress
nnd
and
kill
I
he
hurt
one
to
nln't
ous
milk,
their
home
ride
goin'
ability
with me, Mr.
possession.
part way
"There's a queer story about Olney.
you
These bulletins conexperts.
her
old
laid
head
hoe
She
on
harness
I want to talk with you
her
horses,
frowsy
You know he hns left the country.
poultry,
Information on all phases
tain
who
Is
aone
trim
in
like
manure,
the
Farms
crushed
World.
arms,
And
I
drive
Smallest
Hholit something.
harrow, spread
utterly
can't stop a
don't you? It seems he rode very hur--i
of poultry raising, from proper
On the Islands of He and Oleron, a hedge, and drive a cart Thus It is
minute. I must get home."
riedly tip to the depot at Wllmer to and dumb.
building facilities to the broodLouise
allies
"Oh,
knelt
I'll
found
Murthy!"
La
to
that our
Billy
near
Rochelle, Prance, according
go. If you'll
tnke the trnln. Just as he stepped on,
"Why, certainly,
ing of early hatched chicks.
w ait Just a minute while I saddle up
a fellow who knew him by sight no- and threw her arms around Mnrthy's Popular Science Monthly, are found have Increased their production under
or If you'd rather ride on, I'll overtake
the smallest farms In the world. Some actual war conditions.
ticed a piece of paper pinned on the shoulders.
Marthy's chin began to quiver. Her of them are only one or two square
back of his coat. He Jerked It loose.
you."
"I'll ride on, I think. Itlue hates
It wns a
very peculiar docu- Hps sagged with the pull of her aching yards In area, yet these Jny domains
Use plenty of fertilizer In the garment for a man to be wearing on his heart. For the third time In her life are carefully planted with a variety
Handing around, and he's a little warm,
either barnyard manure or comden,
saw
tears
slow
Louise
big,
too. You're awfully good, Mr.
hnck." Seaheck palled at his whis- Billy
gather of crops, even Including vineyards. The
mercial
fertilizer adapted to the crop.
"How De Do, Mix MacDonald."
"
hard
blue
in
and
slide
eyes
Marthy's
soli Is extremely fertile. The repeatkers, but It was not pulling which
"Oh. not at all!" Reaheck stubbed you don't call Charlie i'ox a born quirked the corners of his Hps. "The down the leathery seams In her cheeks. ed subdivision of estates among heirs
Radish seed put In the row with
Ids toe on the stable doorsill in his criminal, or Marthy Meilke?"
man said Olney seemed greatly upset Billy Louise looked, found her vision and the dense population of the Isparsnips, onions and other alow growconfusion at the praise. "I'll he right
.'harlie Fox! Id that the person over something and had evidently for- blurring with her own tears, and lands explain the existence of these
Clover can be used for silage and It ing sorts mark the row for early culi. lung, soon as I can slip a saddle on." you mean, who lias been "
gotten the paper until he felt It being turned from the room.
Lilliputian properties.
tivation because they come up quickly.
Seabeck was gone somewhere on his
Is claimed makes a very satisfactory
lie disappeared, and Billy Louise "Yes, It Is! And he Is horribly sorry, palled loose. He said Olney looked
horse. Billy Louise guessed shrewdly
feed.'
Use Pulverized Coal.
turned and loped slowly down the and so is Marthy, and they'll pay you back then, and he was the color of
The train was pulling out. that he was down In the meadows,
Raise enough vegetables for horns
luue.
for the cattle. And If you do any- pork-rinOne of the larger railroads In Brazil
"Ton must have some lightning thing mean about It, It will simply kill The man took the paper over to
and use during the entire year of 1018-1looking over the cattle and trying to Is experimenting with pulverized coaL
Barley Is rather shallow-roote- d
extent
the
of
the
estimate
Mr.
You
of saddling.
couldn't send saloon nnd let several others read It.
thievery. blown Into the locomotive fire boxes must have an extra
seed This will reduce the need of shipping
Seaheck," she poor old Marthy.
decided that It should She put Blue in the stable and fed as fuel, and is meeting with much suc
Biui'ed over her snoulder at him when her to the pen, Mr. Seaheck. Think They mm-mbed, mellow, rich soil with fertility from one locality to another and re1
with
author!-that
habit
tn
of
In
hands
the
him,
the
the Core: be placed
how she's worked there
cess.
he came uu.
lease cars for other work.
ear the surface.
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"Why. I don't know about my being
any better Ihiin my neighbors." he said,
r In Ills eyes,
uiih ii twinkle of
which Here a bright, unvarying blue.
"Hul ymi can bunk on my doing any
thing I enn fur you. Miss MncI lonnld
I
think I could be even belter Hum
sipinre" to help a plucky Utile girl
who
"I duii't mean
lust the ordinary
siiinreiiess," Hilly Louise put In ipil
etly. "I menu bigness, too; a bigness
llmt will make a man be more t tin n
siiiare; a bigness that will let hint see
nil around a thing and Judge It from
n
bigger viewpoint limn mere Jus-
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LESSON FOR APRIL 28
JESUS

TO

B. F1TZ WATER,

ROADS

Never Hard and Smooth Enough to
Prevent Immediate Rutting by
Wheels of Wagons.

REBUKES

SELFISHNES3.

13.

FOR.
ADDITIONAL
MATERIAL
S0:M-36:41-4TEACHERS Matthew
Luke 22:24-3PRIMARY
LESSON
AND JUNIOR
MATERIAL Mark
PRIMARY MEMORY VERSE Be kind
one to another. Kpheslnns 4:32.
JUNIOR MEMORY V1SHSE- -I John 4:

Grovel roads arc never hard and
smooth enough when opened to travel
to prevent almost immediate rutting by
the wheels of heuvlly loaded wagons.
In fact, a gravel which contains enough
clay to pack Immediately under the 21.
roller or in a few days under travel
I. The Stupidity of Selfishness, (vv.
will always prove to give a muddy
Jesus with his disciples Is on
road when the frost Is going out In the
lust
spring nnd during prolonged wet spells his way to Capernaum for the
nt other seasons of the year. If such time. He Is soon to leave for Jerusacruel
gravels are found on a road they can lem, where he Is to die on the
be greatly Improved by covering the cross for the world's slim. He still
surface with a thin layer of sandy seeks the way of retirement In order
obgravel, applied when the road Is soft to be ulone with his disciples, his
nnd allowed to mix under travel, the ject being to lead them into the appreroad being kept smooth by the frequent hension of the meaning of the cross.
The teaching which was interrupted at
use of the road drag.
On any gravel road, dragging with Caeserea by Peter's rebuke Is now rea suitable road drag should begin after sumed, and with delinltcness he declares the future event as already
the first good rain following the completion of the road and be continued present.
1. "The Son of Man Is delivered into
after each subsequent rain until the
the hands of men."
2. "They shall kill him."
3. "He shull rise the third day."
While pressing upon them continuously the fact and necessity of the
cross, he never failed to show them
the bright side his triumphant victory over death In the 'resurrection.
The hearts of the disciples were so
steeped In selfishness that they fulled
to understand his teachings. If the
disciples had more definitely attended
to his teaching concerning the cross,
they would have been better prepared
for the hour of temptation which was
so soon to overtake them.
II. The Wrangling of Selfishness,
(vv.

Gravel Road.

Wei

road surface becomes so hard and
smooth that heavily loaded wagons
make no Impression on the surface.
But dragging must be frequent the
first fall until winter sets In and the
following spring until the middle of
May or the first of June. After that
the dragging will not be very effective,
unless the rains are of long enough
duration to soften the surface slightly,
and may therefore be less frequent.
But dragging will be found very effective and efficient In the late full and
In the spring when the frost Is coining
out and before the gravel Is fully set
tled.
MUST MAINTAIN GOOD ROADS
Too Much Money 8pent for Construc-

tion and Too Little for Proper
Maintenance.

In many a county In the South the
condition of the roads Is the same as
those which the editor of the Clinton
Democrat describes as existing In his
county. He says:
"We can't survive the Impression
that he have wasted a lot of money;
that we have built a lot of roads that
have gone back to their former condition, from neglect; that we have burdened our posterity with a debt that
has proved to be a rather bad Investment. We have burdened our children
with the bonds that will be mighty
hard to pay, and we will have to answer for a great deal, If for their $130,-00we leave them a legacy of
a heritage of sand and water.
One of the main defects In our present
program, we think, Is the fact that we
are spending all of our money on construction and are not taking proper
thought for the maintenance of the
roads." The Progressive Farmer.
0

mud-hole-

TO MAINTAIN CONCRETE

ROAD

Observe Same Rules of Drainage as
Apply for Earth Roads New
Surface for Concrete.

1. The searching question (v. 33).
The omniscient Christ knew the secrets of their hearts. The fact that
the disciples were wrangling about official position wlille the Lord was facing humiliation nnd death for them
and the whole world, shows how completely the Lord was alone in his sorrow.
2. The silent disciples (v. 34).
They were ashamed In his presence,
because the selfishness of their hearts
wns revealed. To realize the presence
of the Lord would shame us of much of
our selfishness.
3. The stinging rebuke (vv.
"If any man desire to be first, the
same shall be lust of all, and servant
of all.
The greotest among men are
those who are willing to take the lowest place and serve others. This truth
he enforced In a concrete way by plac
ing a child In their midst. This child
was an Illustration of dependence and
Ignorance. By example and word he
shows that true greatness Is expressed
by willingness to aid the weak, to Instruct the Ignorant and to serve those
In need. All such render service not
merely to those In need, but unto
Christ and God. True greatness, therefore, consists not In self seeking, but
rendering cheerful service to the
needy In the name of Christ.
III. The Intolerance of Selfishness

(vv.

).

John's guilty conscience (v. 38).
In the light of the teaching of Jesus,
John was a little disturbed over having
"forbid" a worker for Christ who did
not follow after him. Doubtless this
intolerance was In part due to jealousy
for Christ, but also n selfish ambition.
Many times Christians mistake bigotry
for zeal for Christ.
' 2. Whom to tolerate (vv.
(1) Those who are casting out devils
(v. 39). We should really satisfy ourselves that supernatural works are being done. Are demons being cast out?
However, this Is not final, as there Is a
supernatural work not of God.
(2) Those who nre not doing this
work in Christ's nuine (v. 41). Any
worker going forth In the nnme of
Christ, and for the glory of Christ,
should be given Godspeed. If he Is
doing a good work, even though not In
your way, or If not a member of your
church or. school, "Forbid him not."
IV. The Awful Issue of Selfishness,
1.

39-41-).

(vv.

REDUCES

FIRE RISK

Advantage of Standardizing
Couplings Quickly Perceived by
Communities.
Fire-Hos- e

LESSON TEXT Mark 9:30-6GOLDEN TEXT If liny man desire to
be first, the same shall he last of all, and
servant of all. -- Mark 9:35.
DEVOTIONAL
HEADING I Corin-

thian

GREATLY

).

Comprehensive Study of Various Designs Will Be Found Helpful to
Prospective Home Owners.
The collecting of clippings from the
section of newspapers nnd
magazines Is n practice recommended
by architects for persons contemplating
The prospective
building a home.
home builder can obtain many valuable pointers as to the relative style
of house which he prefers anil Is able
to compare the advantages of different
designs. He Is then able to explain to
the architect what he wants and the
architect can draw up plans In accord
ance with his wishes.
When saving clippings the client is
apt to accumulate a lot of Irrceonciln
blc details which he wants In his house.
but the architect can adapt the prln
clples desired to better effect If he
knows what styles and designs are In
the owner's mind. The clipping hnlilt
Is usually acquired some time before
the time to build nnd In the meanwhile
the Selective process Is continuing. By
the time the owner Is financially ready
to build he has made up his mind as
to the details he would like to have
and the things he would rather do
without.
The Illustrations In newspapers and
architectural magazines nre valuable
In determining the style of house desired, while the homebuililcrs' sections
contain many suggestions of use to
possible builders. The saving of these
Illustrations und suggestions will en
able one to get a good idea of what
other builders are doing nnd keep In
touch with recent developments of Interest.
real-estat- e

ni-pe-

d

1

KUCH
CABI N
The year's at the spring
And day's at the morn;
Morning's at seven
The hillside's dew pearled,
Thelark's on the wing,
The snail's on, the thorn,
God's In his heaven,
All's right with the world,
llobl. Browning.

An association was formed In an
Ohio city recently with the Idea of
standardizing the firehose couplings In
the district, and It was found Hint
some of the odd-siz- e
CONSERVE WHEAT.
hose couplings
could be changed to standard at small
The following recipes will he found
expense by means of taps and dies
furnished free by the inspection bu- Useful iu saving wheal flour, to be used
at all meals that
reau, reports Country Gentleman. It
also was ascertained that by means of
are not whcutless.
Combination
adapters couplings In other cities
Bread. Take one
could be made; but In some towns the
size was prohibitive. Now other cocupful of oatmeal,
ono talilespoonful
operative associations nre being formed that are reaching out Into Pennof salt, two
of sirup,
sylvania, Kentucky, Indiana and West
of
two
cupfuls
Virginia, and demands for the tups
and dies have come from Texas and
boiling water, a
New Jersey.
tnblespoonfiil of fat, two cakes of
l
of
Idea not only takes yeast dissolved In a
The
In the waterworks towns, but also the luke-wnrwater; one cupful each of
smaller places, and the chiefs of the rye, corn flour and entire wheat flour
several
units have can- with one three-fourth- s
cupfuls of
vassed their districts so that now they vthite Hour. Pour the boiling water
know not only what equipment to over the oats, rye and corn flour, then
send In case of urgent call, but the when cool add the other Ingredients,
available water supply, the state of the Knead well, lei rise, mold Into loaves,
roads and the construction and char- then when double In hulk hake In a
acter of the buildings to be worked up- moderate oven. This bread saves 00
on. As most of the Ohio equipment Is per cent wheat.
Oatmeal Bread. Scald two cupfuls
now .motorized, remarkable time Is
made in getting to towns where there of oatmeal with two cupfuls of boiling
Is no
equipment at all but water; add a talilespoonful each of
where a powerful combination chem- fat and salt, four tnlilcspoonfuls of
ical truck could handle a blaze satis- corn sirup and a cake of yeast disof warm water;
factorily. Many of the chiefs of vo- solved In a half-cupflunteer organizations are now visiting mix and add five cupfuls of wheat
the headquarters of the city depart- Dour; knead well, let rise until douments and gaining practical experi- ble Its bulk und make Into loaves;
In actually lighting when light hake In u moderate oven.
ence at first-han(Ire, In discipline and In care of equip This makes two loaves.
ment. Towns finding that they canliye Is very scarce and is not now
not have assistance, by reason of on the substitute list ; it may be used
odd-siz- e
couplings, are ordering all as usual with flour if one has a supnew standard equipment and are, of ply, but cannot be purchased as u subcourse, changing their hydrants to con- stitute any longer.
Oatmeal Betty. Take two cupfuls
form to the standard code.
The value of the city and interurbnn of cooked oatmeal, four apples cut
Idea One, a half cupful of rnNlns, a half
Is that in many cases the town or rural Cupful of sugar, a fourth of a
of cinnamon ; mix and bake
equipment would master the lire; but
f
hour. Serve hot or cold. Any
If It could not, the next nearest largo
dried, fresh fruits or ground peanuts
place could rush the proper paraphernalia to the scene, either over good Diay be used In place of the apples.
Cornmeal Bread. Take two and a
roads or by special train, either steam
or electric. The Idea of Interurhau and half cupfuls of skim milk, a talilerural protection Is about to take an- spoonful of sugar or sirup, two
of fat, two of salt, one and
other leap forward, and the plan Is
this: Ohio nnd many other slates nre n third cupfuls of cornmeal, four nnd
s
cupfuls of flour, a cake of
splderwebbed with trolley lines. Suitof
able tank ears, carrying chemical yeast dissolved In a half-cupfequipment, pumps and 1,000 or more warm water. Add the Hour gradually
feet of hose could be held In reserve after all the other Ingredients are well
Let rise,
at terminal points and rushed, day or blended and knead well.
night, to the nearest point to a lire. In knead again and mold Into loaves.
n fire a second lost may make for When double In hulk, hake in a moderate oven for at least an hour. This
eternity.
In most homes
makes two loaves.
these days you never see the ordinary
POINTERS ON HOME BUILDING wheat bread ;
the

Selfishness results In ruin to others
The maintenance of concrete roads (v. 42), and also to the Individual (vv.
consists of observing the rules of 43, 45 and 47). In either case the isdrainage as for earth roads, and In sue is eternal torment In hell. Selfishfilling with tar any cracks that may ness is opiosed to God, and that which
NoTfllng can be done for the Is opposed to God must be eternally
develop.
Can Overcome Camouflage.
surface when It begins to deteriorate
separated from him.
An American physicist believes that
and break down. It will serve as a
should be so complete that we
base for some of the higher types of should be willing to abandon the most the advantages of camouflage or at
bituminous surface, and after the conleast certain kinds of camouflag- enecessary nnd lawful things In life
crete has served Its usefulness It hands, feet nnd eyes when they be- can be overcome by an opposing army
should be resurfaced with a bltumtn
come occnslons for stumbling either to by providing Its airmen and other
ous wearing surface.
scouts with colored glasses or screens
ourselves or to others.
of contrasting colors to use with field
Every State After Funds.
glasses, states Popular Mechanics MagBe Uncommonly Good.
Every state In the Union accepted
azine. When the colors of these
the terms of the federal road act nnd
screen nre properly selected uniforms
Here is a sentence of Coventry
applied for the funds thus mnde availone of the many jottings which and other objects may be made to
able.
In contrast. Instead of In harwere found In manuscript after his
death: "If you wish to be good, the mony, with their surroundings, he
Prevent Foundering Horse.
easiest, Indeed the only way. Is to be claims. Camouflage ns practiced in
Never water or grain a horse that Is heroically so." That Is profoundly many cases Is accomplished largely by
much heated to do this Is likely to true. We are not going to be common- the use of paint, objects being given
"founder" and so ruin him.
ly good until we are uncommonly de- shades that blend with the landscape.
voted to goodness. That Is to say, the In spite of certain difficulties that
Trucks.
Favor Wide-Tirewould arise, it Is believed that such
easiest way to God's will on the ordiWide-tiretrucks for farm hauling nary road
Is to bring to each task and efforts at concealment could be renderare gaining in favor among those who
duty a life of uttermost consecration. ed quite Ineffectual by the means
have put them in use.
It is only the really full life that will stated.
make little things live. If there Is to
Rape to Feed Young Pigs.
be the heroic flavor In our ordinary
It Was a Full Moon.
An acre of rape can be made to furIt must be born out of a
"Does the moon remind you of anynish feed for 15 to 20 shotes during fellowships surrendered life to the felthing?" he asked, sentimentally, thinka large part of the summer. If divided supremely
lowship of God In Christ our Lord. We ing of their courtship days.
off and pastured alternately.
are too prone to try to be good on a
"Yes," said bis wife.
low pressure, and we cannot
"Whatr he asked.
Stock of known qualifications is fair- perilously There
Is no strength In our
get along.
"You," she said, "on club nights."
ly easy to obtain at prices commennot
We
are
It
Impressive.
Boston Transcript
surate with the breeders effort; poor goodness.
makes no mark. It cannot burn a trail
stock Is expensive at its best
There Is not heat enough. If we had
The Way of It.
"Did you find your friend in broken
Corn silage will keep for many years more heat If we were baptized with
and
with
Ghost
fire, the ordi
In a silo, and In this way we can carry the Holy
spirits?"
"From the way he was putting away
over a food supply for an unfavorable nary things of the ordinary day would
the
of
power
holy consecrapulse with
rear.
brandy smashes, I think the broken
D.
D.
tion. J H. Jowett,
spirits were In him "
d

iPi7

enjoys

everybody
Substitutes so well.

I wonder If the sup Ik stirring y(,t,
If wlntery birds are dreaming of a
mate.
If frozen snowdrops feel as yet the
sun.
And crocus fires are kindling one by
one?
0. Rosseltl.

SOMETHING GOOD TO EAT.
For the meatless days and meatless
meals we like variety and at the same
time to keep within the
limits of the family
purse.
a u s a g e.
Walnut
Mix half i cupful of
boiled lice half a cup
ful of stale b r e a d
crumbs and a cupful of
ground walnut meats;
odd one talilespoonful of olive oil, one
egg, salt, pepper and fage to taste.
Shape in small cakes nnd cook slightly.
Swedish Fish Soup. Make a stock
by cooking the heads, tall, fins and
bones of any white fish. In cold water
to cover; add a slice each of onion,
carrot, a bay leaf and a few peppercorns. Cook slowly for one hour, ihen
strain and thicken with two talilespoonfuls of flour and butter cooked together using one epiart of the sti ck, with
salt and pepper to taste; add a pint of
milk Just before serving.
Chicken and Chestnut Salad. Mix
half a cupful of diced chicken with
half a cupful each of celery cut fine
and chestnuts cooked nnd cut in slices.
Add two talilespoonfuls of finely chopped green peppers, salt, paprika, and a
dash of red pepper.
Marinate with
French dressing and serve with may
onnaise dressing.
Nut and Cheese Roast. Cook two
talilespoonfuls of chopped onion in one
tublespoonful of gruted cheese; n cup
ful of nutmeats nnd n cupful of soft
bread crumbs moistened with a little
water from the pan In which the onion
was browned; season with salt, pepper
and the Juke of half n lemon. Pour
Into a buttered baking dish and bake
until brown.
Chicken Pie. Cook a
chicken until tender, nfter disjointing
It; put Into a deep baking dish, with a
small whole onion finely chopped;
thicken five cupfuls of the chicken
broth with three talilespoonfuls each
of flour nnd butter cooked together.
Cover with a rich cmst, leaving plenty
of vent for the steam to escape while
cooking. A short time before the pie
or
is served pour into It a
more of sweet cream, or lacking that,
of milk
beat an egg into a
to add richness to the gravy.

d

I

four-poun- d

half-cupf-

half-cupf-

Good Reason to Be Quiet.
One day the children were romping
noisily about the room, while Mildred
sat all alone, unusually and unaccountably quiet. Said grandma, "You are
a lot of naughty, naughty children, every single one of you, excepting Mildred. I must say," smiling approvingly at her, "Mildred Is sitting there
very nicely and quietly." "Well," unexpectedly roared Mildred, "I guess
they'd sit here very nicely and quietly,
too, If they had a great big nail In
their shoe like I hast"

iTCAN

I Hi

Who has not wanted, does not guess
What plenty Is who has not groped
In depths of doubt and hopelessness,
Has never truly hoped.
-- Riley.

WHOLESOME

BREADS
CONTAIN
ING NO WHEAT.

Itlce and various breakfast

cereals

may be used In griddle cakes and gems,

thus

plnce

taking

the

of flour and

most apmaking
petizing and nutritious bread.
Oat Crackers.
Take two cupfuls
of rolled oats, n
fourth of a cupful
each of molasses
and milk, 14 talilespoonfuls of fat. a
fourth of n teaspoonful of sodu and u
teaspoonful of salt; mix well and roll
out In a sheet, then cut In squares.
Hake for 20 minutes In a moderate
oven. This makes three dozen crackers.
Cornmeal mush cooked a long time
then molded can he sliced and fried
for breakfast. The addition of chopped
nuts, cheese or finely minced meat of
various kinds may he used In the mush.
Baked
Oatmeal and Nuts. Take
two cupfuls of cooked oatmeal, a cupful of crushed peanuts, a half cupful
of milk, n teaspoonful of vinegar, a
fourth of a teaspoonful of pepper and
teaspoonfuls of salt ; mix together
and bake In a greased pan for 15 minutes. This serves five people.
Cornmeal Patties. Scald a pint of
cornmeal with a cupful of boiling water, rub In a talilespoonful each of
vegetable oil or a teaspoonful of fat
and salt, two beaten eggs and n half
cupful of skimmed milk. Prop from
a spoon on greased tins. Hake until
brown, serve hot. Nice with gravy to
take the place of Yorkshire pudding.
Corn flour used as any other Hour
wltli egg and milk, makes line griddle
cakes.
n

War Savings and Thrift Stamps.
During the month of February the
receipts coming Into the treasury department through the sale of War Savings and Thrift stamps totaled
It Is reported that they average now about $2,000,000 a day. Returns from the same source In England
were $87,000,000.
The War Saving
and Thrift stamps give everyone a
chance to be "In" on the great business of winning the war. They are
a fine Investment and within the reach
of everyone.
Congress set $2,000,000,-00as the amount to be raised by this
means for the year. If this amount Is
reached It will cover the entire cost of
the government's shipbuilding program
for the year. It has now from this
source enough revenue dally to build
10,000 tons of shipping nnd altogether
has received to date funds for building
20,000 tons, or 84 ships of (5,000 tons
0

each.

Our strength

In

this war

not

haB

felt

yet as It will be felt.
Great reserves of It will he forthcomWe have hardly felt the pinch
ing.
Of the war yet.
In the War Savings
nd Thrift stamps we have an opportunity to all take a hand In building
Ihlps, and they must he built. Be-lldmade Itself

this the Thrift stamps are educating people, especially young people and children, to save ami to
Bse money for Investment
Instead

of spending It for things they do no
really need. Lack of thrift, In this
seemed to be almost a universal falling before the war.
Accumulating Thrift stamps Is likely to establish the habit of saving in young

people and children.
Work Which; Only Women Can Do.
Whatever our other activities, w
must "go on with our knitting," In
a very literal sense.
8ox, sweaters,
wristlets, and bands and then more
sox will be needed In far greater numbers than ever before. Surgical dressing and bauduges, also, must be supplied by the shlploud, and food must
In these affairs the
be conserved.
world leans on women for support. Hut
If each woman gives a little time systematically to Ited Cross work and
looks after the conservation of food In
her own home, the great total of
achievement will do the work and fill
needs depending on us. Our part Is
easy compared to that of the soldiers
and sailors. It Is amazing that there
are women, with time and means at
their disposal, who, because they have
no relatives In the army or navy, are
taking no Interest, much less any active port In the work to be done. They
are not worth fighting for, and should
he held up to the scorn they deserve.
Now Is the time when cold selfishness
will betray Itself.

FOR SLENDER
LITTLE GIRLS

If you were busy being kind
Before you knew It you would fin J
You'd soon forget to think 'twas true
That some one wan unkind to you.
UebeiTu Koresmnn.
GOOD MEAT

SUBSTITUTES.

The following are
recipes
gathered from many sources, which
will he found worth
while:
Pecan Loaf.
Three cupfuls of
boiled
one
rice,
euch of
cupful
cracker crumbs and
pecans,
chopped
cupful of
well-trie-

one-hal- f

skim

milk,

the

yolks of three eggs, grated onion, pepper and salt for seasoning. Mold In a
small loaf and bake.
Tomato Nut Loaf. Take one cupful
each of chopped nut meat, cooked rice
and tomato pulp, one egg,
of salt, u half teaspoonful of
pepper and a teaspoonful of chopped
onion. Mix the Ingredients, adding celery salt, or sage If desired. Shape
Into a loaf and bnke 30 minutes.
Gnocchi.
Into
cupful of
cupful
vegetable fat stir
each of cornmeal nnd cornstarch, add
a half tenspoonful of snlt, and gradually two cupfuls of scalded milk, stir
constantly. Cook for three minutes,
then cool slightly and add the
yolks of two eggs and
of a cupful of grated cheese.
Then add the whites of two eggs heat- en stiff. Put Into a buttered baking
f
dish and sprinkle with
cupful
of grated cheese over the top. Hake
.10
oven
for
minutes.
carefully In n hot
Fish Loaf. Take one cupful each of
salmon, bread crumbs nnd hot milk, a
half teaspoonful of salt, an eighth of
n teaspoonful of pepper and two eggs.
Hub the fish fine with a potato mash- er. add the milk to the crumbs nnd
melted fat. nnd seasonings, then com-bine with the fish. Add the
eggs, put in n greased baking dish
nnd bake or steam. Serve with a white
sauce with the salmon liquor added
to It If liked. Tomato sauce Is also
good served with this loaf. Pens In a
sauce poured around the loaf nre an
addition which will add to the food
value of the dish.
n

h

one-hal-

for

the occasions that require her

a bit there are pretty
to dress-u- p
(rocks of crepe georgette nnd voile
that will make the little girl look her
(,est this summer. From her eighth
0 her fourteenth or fifteenth year she
s apt to, be a very slim, long limbed
little person with a good many angles
mat are prominent and need to be
Ke
considered when it conies to

;hooslng her clothes. Since there are
designers who specialize In clothes
for children the needs of the thin
ie girl and the needs of the fat little
fT have been given expert attention
and the problems of distraught
mothers solved for them.
Here Is a dress of flue voile shown
Dn a slim little girl of eleven that
will bear study. It Is in two pieces
I skirt and a long blouse, thereby disposing once for all of that bugbear In
hlldren's clothes the waistline by
leaving It out of the reckoning. The
iktrt Is suspended from a short
gathered on to It and fastenPlacing Oysters In Salt Lake.
Plans have been made to begin the ed In the back. It Is moderately full
In
Bear Itiver ind has a
tuck above the
propagation of oysters
bay, Salt lake, I'tah. this spring. Exconperiments und scientific study of
Jackets and Skirts.
ditions huve Indicated, to the satisThat Jackets will be short rather
faction of the state fish and game commissioner, thut the enterprise Is a lhan long seems to be a foregone conthoroughly feasible one. Analysis has clusion, Judging by the South wear
shown that the percentage of salt In fashions, and etons nnd boleros nre dethe water Is practically the same as cidedly in evidence. Not only suits
but dresses, too, are seen in these eton
in ocean oyster beds.
and bolero styles, nnd very smart and
youthful are these effects worn over
She Sat Apart.
We were talking across the aisle. blouses of crepe organdie.
Jacket and cont sleeves are narrow
Presently the girl who sat alone leanand In wrist length:
ed over and said: "You and the lady and
skirts, too, are modeled with consertake this seat. I'm not together."
vation of material very much In mind,
Chicago Tribune.
for they are cut decidedly narrow and
fairly short, though not as short as
Tipped Off.
Mrs. Gnnggs "If I had known what some fashionable skirts of last season.
a fool you were I never should have The average width of modish skirts is
f
"You about one and
yards around
married you." Mr. Gnnggs
might have guessed it when I proposed and the length from four to six Inches
off the ground.
to you." Judge.
1

well-beat-

llt-e- n

three-Inchem. These give It a little
weight and flare at the bottom where
It Is precisely even In length and
reaches to the knees.
It Is the blouse that reveals the
cleverness of Its designer. Its body
hangs from a very short yoke, gathered quite full over the shoulders.
The body of the blouse Is smocked In
three rows of smocking where It Joins
the shirred yoke. It Is usual this season to use one or more colored silks
In doing the smocking on white frocks
and these little bits of color are very
childish and pretty on dresses for all
little girls. There nre two pockets lit
the bottom of the blouse with smocking across the top and buttons that re.
pent the color used In the smocking.
They nre set on purely ns a finish for
the blouse fastens with snnp fasteners.
The collar which Is of wash satin l
like them In color and the sleee are
r
plain
length.
h

three-quarte-

under-bodlc-

two-Inc- h

close-fittin-

g

one-hal-

Bluffing.
A uniformed Y. M. C. A. secretary,

Wool Fringe.

slip-ove-

high-necke-

Pongee Headwear.
pongee sailor, with
stiff brim, has blue dots embroidered
In wool almost solidly on the crown,
with only one or two on the brim. A
pongee colored veil hns hem embroidsmart suit of gaberdine mnde with an ered to match, and weighted for the
apron tunic shows a deep blue woolen high winds.
fringe along the lower edge of the
Contrasts in Color.
apron.
Evening gowns from Paris show
to
staBritish
Black with
government
According
stronger color contrasts.
tistics recently compiled, it takes Ave currant color, brilliant blue with lavwomen to do the work of four men ender and green with white and black
In the munition factories.
are good examples of this tendency.

Wool fringe Is used on some of the
g
of the new spring suits.
returning to a National army camp It appears on the end of sashes and
late one night, discoveredlhat he had scarfs that form the ends of the col
forgotten his pass. Upon nearlng the lars of some of the serge suits. One

guard, he determined to run a bluff,
If possible. As the guard commanded
him to halt, he marched straight up
to the sentinel and asked in a threatening tone: "Since when has a private
the right to question an officer? Come
to present arms Immediately." Without a word the guard saluted and the
secretary strode into the camp.

Georgette Blouses Trimmed in Val.
"If you haven't seen the new blouses
of crepe georgette, trimmed In val
lace, you nre missing something," said
a blouse buyer who has Just returned
from the Eastern markets. "They are
very enticing, and are shown in regur
lar, as well as
style."
According to this same authority,
the rug.' for filet, both real and imitation, continues, nnd some pretty
s
models are
with sailor collars trimmed In filet. Some of the
new georgettes have title collars of
white moussellne de sole, which launders very satisfactorily.
The freshest, prettiest of the new
blouses are of net, in white ami light
shades. Batiste and voile nre very
popular for the
ones, of
which there are a great many hown.
A

m

Mrs. Lucius Dills left the latter
part of last week for her home in

4

home in Roswell, where she will
visit relatives and old friends for a
few weeks.

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF

NEW MEXICO

General and Personal
Cleofes Romero, of Estancia, was
Santa Fe a few days this week.
Antonio Lurero, secretary of state,
left Wednesday evening for I.as Ve- -

Mrs. Napoleon Fontaine and Mrs.
M iioke. of I.as Vegas were in tne
1
city a few davs during the week
Adjutant General and Mrs. James vising their children who are at- from
Baca returned Tuesday evening
tending the Loretto academy.
Albuquerque.
of Gallup, county
if a former real .. G.. S. Willhoit,
rVeorge a ,
for MrKin.
iiiieu,
,lln,ri,(,nH,,
.
.
estate dealer in tnis city nas return.
.
ed from Los Angeles, California.!,,
,:,,, Ji,
ffj.
c'als of the state engineer's office.
months on account of ill health.
At a meeting of the hoard of trustSergeant Rnbel I.ucero, 21 St., U
of the First Presbvterian church
S. Infantry. Fort Brady, Michigan, ees
Ti'i.-HnPaul A. F.
nas arrive n in mc my .u v. mi m- C K
w., e,.,.lp( '
reon
a
turlnutrh to
nnrenls Hi is
;
I.inncv vijf rre''lcnt
Henry
main until the 25th.

Santa Fe Red Cross
New Museum building: open
every afternoon 2 to 4:30 p. m.
Sewing. Knitting, Gauze Work.
Tuesdav F.vening Open from
7:V) to 10 p. m.
There is work for everyone.
All ai
welcome, and urged to
come.

,.,
.

(flS.

prominent merchant of Taos was in the city Wednesday.

Ctrson Gusdorf,

State Treasurer H. I. Hall left the1
first "f this week on a Drier nusi- liess trip to Chama.
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peep into the knitting room
at the Penitentiary at Santa Fe and
vou will see a small group of cheer ful prisoners engaged in the manu- factt.re of socks for the army.
They arc daily driving the Red
Cross knitting machines at a speed
uncqualcd by hundreds of others who
are not laboring beneath the crush ling weight of a life sentence behind
the Bars, and who are no more loyal
wno
to the American flag than these,.ff.Vfs
j
r bit to help win the.war
because of their love for liberty,

T.I

e

CHURCHES

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES,

Hil-ge- rs

RED GROSS

.

Union County R. C. Notes
Col. E. U. Jacobs, after making an
eloquent patriotic talk at the H.
sale in Clayton last week, sold and
resold an old handsaw, practically
worthless for the-- benefit of the Red
Cross and raised $21.25 in ten minutes which he turned over to the organization with his compliments.'
At the Mission Theater in. Clayton
ta
recently Col. Jacobs also sold
pon donated to the Red Cross hy
Mr. Frank Hamm. The bird was
sold five times and brouhg $18')00.
Lst Friday afternoon was Royal
Neighbor day at the guags room in
the Court House. Thev broke all
previous records by folding 400 pieces of guaze on the occision
The Red Cross Auxiliary hcid an
auction sale recently at Grenville.
Col F. U. Jacobs, the auctioneer.
"Dad"
sold $80 worth of article
Steele, the Grenv,lle barber also
donated $1.25 of his earnings on that
io me gumi
Recent donations received amount- CU to JU4.Z5.
afternoon. Col. h.
Sunday

Here and There Over the State
THE CALL.
Have you heard your comrades

Department Meeting
The Home and Child Welfare department of the Santa Fe Woman's
Club held
meeting Tuesday afterFrom the country oversea,
noon, at the Library hall. Mrs. Reed
Where the best, of them are falling Holloman presiding.
The followThat the worst of us be free?
ing committees presented splendid
There are many empty places
- Mrs Hugh Williams, chairman of
In the ranks that we must fill reports,
There are silent pleading fao.es
Rural School Library committee,
the
still?
them
calling
Can't you hear
reported 50 nicely bound children
books, 12 phonograph records ""d
There are countless thousands dying over 100 different
magazines packed
So that some of us can live.
and ready to be sent to the rural
And it's no use you denying
schools for the children.
That it is your place to give
Mrs. C. B. Barker, chairman of the
For that call rings out you hear it Infants Supply committee for the
And it echoes in your heart,
several gardistrict nurse,
Will you heed the call or fear it? ments and otherreported
necessities on hand
do your part?
will
call-in- s

.

secretary;
Thomas 15 Catron, former U. S.
Other members of the board
Bonifacio Montova, corporation urer. Dr.
senator, returned the latter part of
T.
A. Mnssie Gv P. Hir are:
B. F. Seggerson
and
from
week
(Commissioner
Washington.
lat
F.. P. Robinson.
the commission's rate expert have rington and A.
you
Sonny!
which will be put up in packages
Mrs. K K. Friday and Mrs Jack returned from a business trip to the
Mrs. W. F. T!ndev. chairman of
about 23 articles, one
containing!
numa
are
KiKipii left Wednesday for Patil to southern section of the state,
the
When
coming years
the state nr"an'ralion of the worn jaeoos organi.en
to go to each destitute
package
visit Mrs Stiles for a fortnight.
nouse,
at
witn
l.em
school
the
bered
n
state
jiary
mother and baby.
Richard Katine who has been in lap's party Mrs
28 members
He says the membcr- Will your children, yet unborn,
Irhnirmnn of Hie Foiial
lea Mrs. Katharine Patterson reported
.
KiK.enp f'.rlifin with the I!. S. ar- the officer's training camn at Leon
slumb.
wn
or
call
the
io
shirked
casuy
go
Learn
F.
I..
snip
Mrs.
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you
and
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...
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irai.ql unlc If"''.
for the District Nurse committee a
ft.....,!.... Cn.tm, Towao tr.w
was
Cross
unit
Red
organize
of
Woman
tho
ronmi'ttec
follows. From April 81917 to April
Viznna. has been promoted to a cor- - has been recommended for a com- at the Lakeside school south ot
Will you face their silent scorn?
1918 230 patients were cared for
nvssion and ordered to fort Sam
linral.
;
Clayton recently hv A. M. Chilcote, 0r, with proud eyes lit with glory 8,
"v
and 2146 visits were made. The
Houston.
one or tne niretiors.
A
Unashamed with head unbent
i
rto
the
hotel
n,..n"prr,..e
Woman's Board of Trade and the
Manuel B Otero, who has been
U
1. .. . U
I
All
As you tell life's biggest story,
!, Ar
1...
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Cir, anrl c. ri,pcseveral days visiting relatives
Knights of Columbus have furnished
went."
I
Citizen
American
"Thank
William Gregg who for many years the Fminl :..ffrairc League
God,
Will
you say
and a deep tender feeling of sym- Loy.I
a prominent
grceries for several families during
the first of this week for his has ,eeiv a resident of Santa Fe
Maria
Mrs.
Bnehech,.
forth
are
gone
'pathy for hose who
Al-- i
the year. The district nurse sup
Italian
of
in
the
member
freedom
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and Child Welfare Department. They
hoerrs,
"
Seferino P..iea has been collecting s,,en,l the summer on his large ranch,
tne T,rve.i n
io
unsnaums,
wltn
laun
Noble
com-i
hearts,
the
presenieu
of
sf:.te
Witin-also bought milk for a sick child for
tr-att auto - Keep our battle flag un urled
poll tax for the citv school therP intends to open a meat market
en- - Th. S.n
pensive
Tn,
tn'c
..lionChapter
Miguel
Fr,rh
three months and have purchased
week and is meeting with splen ; Albuiiierque this fall.
Thorn-- ,
118; m"t"le. to be raffled for the benefit will you help to keep it flying?
Las
At
recently
shipped
Vegas
j
material for infant garments.
'd success.
iHUuard ,ne old Kea, wniie am.
IT. knit articles.
Two boxes of pajamas or me organiza.ion.
of th..
-t
The district nurse's work in Santa
Blue?
e
: bed shirts,
under shirts and drawers
i
John McFic formerly of Santa FclWicmrr
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.rhnnl
Fe has been marvalons. Heilth and
n
Mrs. M.irv Schlaefer of Buffalo now stationed with National
aenu your
;
, :
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came war- - and other garments wrc shipped tins
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entrUBiaSt on the subject
Remember inside bathing Is more
important than outside bathing, boeause the akin pores do not absorb
impurities into the blood, causing poor
health, while the bowel pores do.
Just sta. soap and hot water cleanses,
fastens and freshens the skin, so
hot "rater and limestone phosphate
act m the stomach, liver, UeiMp and
bowels.

